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A. Introduction 
 

The main purpose of the database is to gather potential social  entrepreneurs “possible 
takers of support by altruistic entrepreneurs” from the region of Central Europe in a 
common database with aim to further 
research and analyze their needs, capacity 

gaps, and development barriers. This partial deliverable 
presents the first step to identify common fields of 
interest of social business and altruistic entrepreneurs. 
The deliverable contributes to the output “CE road map 
for upscaling support to social entrepreneurship sector”. 
 
 

 

 
B. Social entrepreneurs 
 

Social businesses have a positive impact on society but they are still able to create profit 
(including nob-for-profit companies, which reinvest their profit back on their core 
activities). In the context of this project, social entrepreneurs are grasped in broader 
sense, including not only entrepreneurs (persons, founders) but also social businesses 

(companies with social impact). 
 
 
Companies having one of following characteristics have been included in the project database: 
 
Companies are identified based on their activities and 
impact on society. Mindset incorporated in their strategy 
is considered and companies can aim at various areas 
e.g.: social, societal and environmental responsibility. 
The involvement in database is not bounded to legal 
definition of business; rather the innovative business 
model is taken into account in sense that “Responsible 
innovation = Social innovation”. Social empowerment is 
taken into account. 
 
Companies and entrepreneur can come from different 
areas: 

 Companies and entrepreneurs aiming at social 
inclusions 

 Cultural heritage 

 Creative industry  

 Other societal impact services 

 Social innovators, institutions for integration of deprived groups, NGOs (foundations, 
associations), integration centers, sport clubs, social cooperatives, and others. 

 

 

 

 

The database of Social 
entrepreneurs contributes to the 
output “CE road map for 
upscaling support to social 
entrepreneurship sector”.  

 

In the context of this project, 
social entrepreneurs are 
grasped in broader sense, 
including not only 
entrepreneurs (persons, 
founders) but also social 
businesses (companies with 
social impact). Social 
businesses in the database of 
the project have positive 
impact on society in different 
areas of life and environment.   
 
  contributes to the output “CE 
road map for upscaling support 
to social entrepreneurship 
sector”.  
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Annex 1: CE Database of Social businesses – First period of 
project implementation 
 
 
 
 



Name of the company Company form Street Nr. Town Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Erdbär GmbH & Co KG Erzabt-Klotz-

Straße 10

Salzburg office@erdbaer.eu Tel.: +43 664/1350429 https://www.erdbaer.eu/ TEXTIL

Bienenlieb Gemeinnütziger Verein Membergerstraße 

1

Salzburg info@bienenlieb.at 43 662 262 200 www.bienenlieb.at LEBENSMITTEL nachhaltige Imkerei Sustainable support of various bee projects to strengthen the public 

perception of beekeeping and communicating the basic needs of bees in 

intact habitats ; promotion of beekeeping in public or well-perceived 

locations;  promotion of bee projects with children and adolescents; 

promotion of education and training of beekeepers

"Gutsverwaltung Rochushof" 

Ing. Heiinrich Kiener & 

Comp. OG

Offene Gesellschaft Kendlerstraße 1 Salzburg office@oekohof.at 43 662 850897 http://www.oekohof.at/filiale-rochushof/LEBENSMITTEL Pflanzen und 

pflanzliche Erzeugnisse & Tiere und 

tieriscshe Erzeugnisse

Market for bio - grocerys from the region.

BioBurgerMeister SLK GesmbH Linzergasse 54 Salzburg bioburgermeister@hotmail.com0662 26 51 01 www.bioburgermeister.comLEBENSMITTEL Verarbeitung Restaurant where everything that is served has bio-quality.

SPICEWORLD GmbH SLK GesmbH Hannakstraße 1 Salzburg office@spiceworld.at 43662890919 www.spiceworld.at LEBENSMITTEL Handel STAY SPICED! stands for the spice quality, craftsmanship and 

sustainability

Honeytiser GmbH SLK GesmbH Josef-Schwer-

Gasse 9 & Kainisch 

26

Salzburg & Bad Mitterndorfhello@honeytiser.com www.honeytiser.com LEBENISMITTEL Verarbeitung The protection of the bees is very important to the company. They take 

care of the preservation of the bees, the breeding of new bee colonies, 

the abolition of the use of pesticides and an international cooperation of 

beekeepers. With every can of Honeytiser you will become a posthumous 

beekeeper.

Biogena Natruprodukte 

GmbH & Co KG

GmbH & Co KG Strubergasse 24 Salzburg info@biogena.com 0043 / 662 / 2311110 www.biogena.com LEBENSMITTEL Gesundheit / 

Nahrungsergänzung

Biogena's goal is to share their knowledge with the customer so together 

they can create the basis for a healthy life. Because knowledge creates 

health! The company orients itself to an ecological orientation and 

resource conservation - e.g. with the world's first eco-can in the industry 

or CO2 neutrality.

BVB Good Health 

Productions GmbH

GmbH Strubergasse 24 Salzburg info@bvb-production.com 0043 / 662 / 847520-5900 www.nahrungsergaenzungen.euLEBENSMITTEL Gesundheit / 

Nahrungsergänzung

Sustainable and future-oriented development. Equal ranking of ecology, 

quality and economy as an essential criterion for operational decisions.

Alpenrind GmbH - Alpenrind 

Salzburg - largest meat 

marketer in Western Austria

GmbH Metzgerstraße 67 Salzburg office@alpenrind.at 43 662 457 854-0 http://www.alpenrind.at/ LEBENSMITTEL Verarbeitung ALPENRIND takes social responsibility towards other people very 

seriously. They try to do good by, for example, supporting social 

institutions, such as the Salzburger Wärmestube, by supplying meat. 

They also sponsor various other social projects.

NICApur GmbH & Co KG GmbH & Co KG Strubergasse 24 Salzburg office@nicapur.com 0034 662 / 83 00 27 www.nicapur.com LEBENSMITTEL Gesundheit / 

Nahrungsergänzung

They avoid long supply chains and help local economy by staying in 

austria and being independent of large corporations.

Pieper Biokosmetik 

Manufaktur GmbH

GmbH Salzburg office@pieper-biokosmetik.at 0043 / 662 / 452585 www.marias-biokosmetik.comKOSMETIK Biokosmetik The Pieper Biokosmetik Manufaktur has its roots not in a business idea, 

but in a life plan: The desire for closeness to nature and authentic way of 

life. What began with a life plan and by hand is now on everyone's lips. 

"Green" is worldwide theme. Living holistically, protecting the 

environment, buying fair trade products

Stadtimkerei Greimel 

Karoline

Glangasse 9 Salzburg stadtimkerei.greimel@gmx.at 0034 / 699/17172217 www.stadtimkerei-

greimel.at

LEBENSMITTEL Imker / Honig / 

Biologische Landwirtschaft

Beekeeping company that has its bees in the city, since the ecosystems 

within cities can benefit from it. Also the bees like urban environments 

very much, because normally no big amounts of pesticides and 

insecticides are used in cities.

der Urkaffee Wolf-

Dietrichstraße 15

Salzburg office@der-urkaffee.com 43 699 / 11 30 73 84 http://www.der-

urkaffee.com

LEBENISMITTEL Kaffee Fairtrade coffe store.

goodi gmbh GmbH Guetratweg 24b Salzburg office@goodi-smile.com 0043 / 681 81 31 6201 www.goodi-smile.com LEBENSMITTEL Getränkemarkt - 

Sozilaprojekt

We like to bring joy. That means: Besides producing good products, we 

also take social responsibility seriously. Therefore, we donate 10 cents 

per box sold directly to selected projects in Austria.

Dr. Feurstein Medical Hemp 

GmbH

GmbH Hauptstraße 19A Götzis info@hanafsan.com 43 (0)5523 54084 www.hanafsan.com LEBENSMITTEL Hanf The products of HANAFSAN impress with their first class quality. They 

guarantee this through our own production in Austria and cooperation 

with carefully selected and certified partners.

Austria 
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Sennerei Andelsbucher reg. Gen.m.b.H. Hof 366 Andelsbuch kaese@sennerei-

andelsbuch.at

0043 / 55122507 sennerei-andelsbuch.at LEBENSMITTEL Milch und 

Käseprodukte

As a local supplier they want to make an important contribution to the 

quality of life in local community, but also in the region. In addition to 

their own products, they offer other rural and regional products for sale.

Vorarlberger Mühlen und 

Mischfutterwerke GmbH

GmbH Stöckenstraße 8 Dornbirn office@laedenfutter.at 0043 / 5572 / 210370-0 www.laendlefutter.at LEBENSMITTEL Landwirtschaftliche 

Erzeugnisse

They are committed to Vorarlberg and its idiosyncrasies. They receive 

recognition through the production of safe, controlled feed based on 

sustainable business practices - for the benefit of our customers, 

employees and the environment.

Terravera Austria GmbH Marktstraße 30 Dornbirn info@terravera.ch 0041 / 41 227 0444 www.terravera.at Lebensmittel- und Futterindustrie We care about our environment and help to secure the livelihoods for us 

and future generations.

Wurmkiste GmbH Adalbert-Stifter-

Straße 12

Andorf office@wirmkiste.at 0043 / 7766 42200 www.wurmkiste.at SONSTIGES Kompostierung The "Wurmkiste" is an approach to deal with biowaste in a sustainable 

way. Tho product itself is also produced with as sustainable materials as 

possible.

AfB AfB mildtätige und 

gemeinnützige Gesellschaft 

zur Schaffung von 

Arbeitsplätzen für 

behinderte Menschen mbH

Jochen-Rindt-

Straße 1

Wien austria@afb-group.at 0043 / 1 6160 313-0 www.afb-group.at SOZIALES IT Employs impaired people; Recycle old IT Hardware and make it usable 

again.

barkinsulation Schulstraße 187 Puch bei Hallein office@@barkinsulation.com 0043 / 676 9664360 www.barkinsulation.com SONSTIGES Herstellung von 

kunstgewerblichen Gegenständen 

(Rindenkühler)

Our vision is to be the world's leading charitabel IT company. We want to 

break down barriers. Not only in the world of work, but also in the mind. 

That is why people with and without disabilities should work together in 

solidarity in all areas.

aWATTar GmbH GmbH Lindengasse 56/18-

19

Wien service@awattar.com 0043 / 1 386 5050 https://www.awattar.com

/

ENERGIE Stromanbieter / grüne 

Energie

They believe in a vibrant world in which we use energy in harmony with 

nature. They love working on new approaches and are open to new ideas 

to find the best solutions.

Collective Energy GmbH Siebensterngsse 31 Wien christoph.zinganell@collectiv

e-energy.at

www.collective-energy.at ENERGIE grüne Energie COLLECTIVE ENERGY sees crowdfunding and other participatory models 

as an opportunity to inspire many people for the topic of energy and 

climate protection. This gives each individual the opportunity to move 

with a small contribution and to become more aware of the issue 

through the participation of a collaboratively funded project and, 

accordingly, more environmentally friendly.

Dialog im Dunkeln Social-Franchise-produkt 

der Dialogue Social 

Enterprise GmbH (DSE)

Schottenstift / 

Freyung 6

Wien dialog@imdunkeln.at 0043/ 1 / 8906060 www.imdunkeln.at SOZIALES Social-Franchise-Produkt In small groups, visitors are accompanied by blind or visually impaired 

guides through completely darkened rooms. In these everyday situations 

are recreated, which become a delightful adventure through the lack of 

light. People with visual impairment get jobs and visitors can experience 

"a normal day" in the life of those handicapped people.

FragNebenan GmbH Marxergasse 

24/2/EG

Wien kontakt@fragnebenan.com 43 660 480 14 02 www.fragnebenan.com SOZIALES Soziales Netzwerk The platform connects people from the neighborhood with each other. 

The idea is not only to get to know people from local areas, but also that 

people can help each other.

Grow Together Gemeinnütziger Verein 

(gegründet 2012)

Längenfeldgasse 

28/8

Wien office@growtogether.at 0043 / 676 / 761 8771 www.growtogether.at SOZIALES Soziales/ Familienhilfe The company supports socially disadvantaged mothers and parents so 

that their children can grow up in a loving and development-promoting 

environment.
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Helioz GmbH Mariahilfer Str. 

81/1/15

Wien office@helioz.org 0043 / 699 171 919 16 http://www.helioz.org/ho

me/

SONSTIGES Wasseraufbereitung HELIOZ offers innovative and accessible solutions to improve everyday 

lives of those underserved by traditional markets. The main idea is the 

"solar water disinfection" to provide easy access to clean drinking water.

Hut & Stiel GmbH Naufahrtweg 14a Wien office@hutundstiel.at 0043 / 660 /6024253 www.hutundstiel.at LEBENSMITTEL Lebensmittel / 

Speisepilze

Vienna is growing. Just like the rising awareness of environment and 

health. New ways are to go if you want to further strengthen this 

awareness. For food, this means, among other things, to produce them 

where they are needed. That's why we run agriculture in the city.

Hydroconnect GmbH Schwarzenberg 82 Ybbsitz office@hydroconnect.at 43(0) 720 720 900-800 http://www.hydroconnect

.at/

ENERGIE Stromerzeugung & 

Fischwanderhilfe

Hydroconnect offers a solution for hydroelctric power plants that allows 

a migration of fish through the rivers where the powerplants are located. 

So they make it possible to use rivers for energy production without 

harming the natural migration of the fish that inhabit those rivers.

Ngo Jobs Muhrengasse 16 Wien kontakt@ngojobs.at 43 660 8422 916 www.ngojobs.eu SOZIALES Jobplattform Jobplatform to for NGO job promotion.

Sindbad Sparkassaplatz 3 Wien bmatschnig@gmx.at (Fr. 

Beate Matschnig)

0043 / 677 63479888 www.sindbad.co.at SOZIALES Mentoring They work for a society in which young people take their lives into their 

own hands. We work to bring people from different walks of life together 

and share opportunities, regardless of their social background. They do 

so by giving mentoring for especially young people that did´nt learn any 

profession.

Unverschwendet GmbH Schwedenmarkt 

Stadt 18

Wien hi@unverschwendet.at 0043 / 3934280 www.unverschwendet.at LEBENSMITTEL Lebensmittel They turn excess fruits, vegetables and herbs into products such as jam, 

syrup, chutneys, pickles, sweets, sauces and more.

Wohnwagon GmbH Vorderbruck 21a Gutenstein werkstatt@wohnwagon.at 0043 / 1 961 3263 www.wohnwagon.at SONSTIGES Wohnen The Company builds caravans as living space. Those are built in a 

comprehensive way and relie on natural resources. The Vision is to 

reduce the living space to the essentials, since livingroom takes up to 40 

% of the global resources.

Alpengummi GmbH Vorgartenstraße 

101/1/5

Wien info@alpengummi.at 0043-677-62419442 https://www.alpengummi

.at/

LEBENSMITTEL Production of bubblegums made of tree-resin and bee-wax as an 

alternative to gums on a petrochemical basis. By doing so, they support 

local forestry and beekeepers.

atempo GmbH Heinrichstraße 145 Graz atempo.graz@atempo.at 43 316 81 47 16 0 https://www.atempo.at/ SOZIAL Development of digital products and services for people with learning 

difficulties and disabilities.

Compuritas GmbH Annenstraße 49 Graz info@compuritas.at 43 (0)316-890305 https://www.compuritas.

at/

SOZIALES IT They are a professional IT Refurbisher from Graz. They work with new 

and refurbished computer hardware of the highest quality and resell 

them for cheap prices to not only companies, but also institutions, 

schools,...

Discovering Hands GmbH Schottenring 

16/3.OG

Wien office@discovering-hands.at 436 504 956 568 https://www.discovering-

hands.at/index.php?id=9

SOZIALES Discovering hands uses the superior sense of touch of visually impaired 

women and trains them to become professional medical tactile 

examiner. That wy they give visually impaired people valuable jobs and 

improve the breast cancer prevention.

Fairmittlerei Verein Krakauer Straße 

14/2/218

Wien office@diefairmittlerei.at 4 367 762 505 776 https://www.diefairmittle

rei.at/

SONSTIGES Fairmittlerei distributes usable non-food products donated by industry 

and commerce to charitable organizations.

Die schlaue Box GmbH Thomas-Alva-

Edison-Straße 1

Eisenstadt info @ molemental.com 43(0)699 10232995 http://www.molemental.c

om/die-schlaue-box/

SOZIALES The Smart Box includes a structural aid to your child

in the independent accomplishment of tasks and

Challenges in everyday life supported.
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bgood GmbH Laimgrubengasse 

19/7

Wien office@bgood.at 43 (0) 660 52 35 829 https://www.trendingtopi

cs.at/goodbag-

einkaufstasche-mit-nfc-

chip-belohnt-

konsumenten-die-auf-

plastiksackerl-verzichten/

SONSTIGES Shoppingabgs which reward people via an NFC chip if they don´t use 

plasticbags. The bags are also produced by refugees in vienna.

goood GmbH Gotzinger Straße 8 München office@goood.de 4 917 644 430 419 https://goood.de/ SONSTIGES You can chose a telecommunications tariff and support your socially or 

ecologically sustainable favorite project with part of your monthly basic 

fee.

Habibi & Hawara GmbH Wipplingerstraße 

29

Wien office@habibi.at 01 535 06 75 https://habibi.at/ SOZIALES LEBENSMITTEL Habibi & Hawara is a private and independent education and integration 

program for people with a flight or migration background, providing 

them with the necessary tools to set up their own businesses.

Hektar Nektar GmbH Kettenbrückengass

e 5. Top 23

Wien office@hektarnektar.com 43 676 546 03 40 https://hektarnektar.com/

de

SONSTIGES We connect beekeepers with you, companies and farmers in order to 

jointly promote bee protection projects.

Holidays on Wheels GmbH Urban 

Görtschacher 

Straße 19

Villach info@holidaysonwheels.at X http://www.holidaysonw

heels.at/de/

SOZIALES The company offers holidays suited for people with disabilities.

InnoMake GmbH In der Au 5 Hautzendorf office@tec-innovation.com 43 699 122 99 300 https://www.tec-

innovation.com/INNOMA

KE/

SOZIALES TECHNIK The InnoMake is a high-tech shoe from Austria, which makes the 

everyday life of visually impaired and blind people safer through 

intelligent obstacle detection. Even rescue organizations, such as the fire 

department, can make use of the shoes.

Karmalaya GmbH Schillerstrasse 30, 

Techno 12

Salzburg office@karmalaya.com 43/699/10 100 910 https://www.karmalaya.c

om/

SOZIALES Reisen To move people around the world, to broaden their horizons, to reduce 

prejudices and to help each other sustainably.

KulturenReich info@kulturenreich.at https://kulturenreich.at/ SOZIALES KulturenReich supports foreign-born and 

migrant women to have a better start in Vienna. They are committed to 

inspire foreign-born women to be financially independent and successful.

Liberty.Home GmbH Rudigierstraße 

10a/18

Linz office@libertydothome.at 43 (0) 699 / 122 456 12 https://www.libertydotho

me.at/

SOZIALES The essential element of the company from the beginning was to support 

people in emergencies or with special needs.

Therefore, we provide organizations with tiny houses to enable people to 

re-enter society.
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Magdas (Hotel und 

Recycling)

GmbH Siebenhirtenstraße 

 12A, Objekt 3

Wien office@magdas.at 01 720 02 88 https://www.magdas.at/ SOZIALES Kreislaufwirtschaft Hotel which employs specifically foreign people or refugees to have a 

strong diversity within the company. They are convinced that it is 

precisely those people who come from abroad who strengthen the hotel 

business, as they bring in a number of skills, talents, languages and 

cultural backgrounds, thus enabling a special positioning on the hotel 

market.

markta.at GmbH Louis-Häfliger-

Gasse 12/Objekt 

33

Wien office@markta.at X https://markta.at/ LEBENSMITTEL Onlinemarket where the customer can order his products directly from 

small and local producers.

More Than One Perspective GmbH Vivenotgasse 3 Wien kontakt@mtop.at X https://mtop.at/ SOZIALES They bring together refugees with good education and suitable 

companies in the Austrian labor market.

myAbility GmbH Kärntner Ring 

12/2b

Wien office@myability.org 43 (1) 997 4118 https://www.myability.or

g/

SOZIALES With the support of leading consulting firms, the company developed a 

novel, business-oriented approach to the inclusion of people with 

disabilities and founded the company myAbility

New Austrian Coding School Verein Seitenberggasse 

65-67

Wien office@newaustriancodingsch

ool.at

X https://www.newaustrian

codingschool.at/

SOZIALES Ausbildung, Technik New Austrian Coding School is a programming school for everyone. They 

offer a nine-month training program to develop coding and software 

development skills, free of charge. The program is designed for people 

living in or around Vienna who are currently unemployed and want to 

work as developers in the near future.

NGOJobs.at KG Muhrengasse 16/5 Wien ferdinand.lischka@ngojobs.at 436 608 422 916 https://www.ngojobs.eu/ SOZIALES Jobbörse Job-platform for NGO jobs.

Nut & Feder GmbH Yppenplatz 5/2 Wien hallo@nutundfeder.at 0676 91 84 511 https://nutundfeder.at/ SOZIAL Arbeitsmarkt, Asyl They want to offer refugee people a chance on the Austrian job market 

through crafts.

Open Piano for Refugees Verein Schulz-Straßnitzki-

Gasse 13/20

Wien udo@openpianoforrefugees.c

om

4 368 181 839 434 https://openpianoforrefu

gees.com/

SOZIAL Musikalische Förderung; 

Flüchtlinge

     Aussprache lernen   Their goal is to bring people from all walks of life 

together by placing freely accessible pianos in public places. Places of 

encounter arise where language and words become superfluous. The 

project strengthens the social participation of refugees and social 

cohesion.

Solantis GmbH Alois-Kaltenbruner-

Str. 10

Gmunden uganda@solantis.eu 800320002 https://www.solantis.eu/ ENERGIE Their Mission is to bring clean and green energy solutions to the homes 

of Africans who have no access to the grid in order to improve their 

standards of living and future economic solutions.

Shades Tours Einzelunternehmen Lindengasse 56 Wien vienna@shades-tours.com 01 - 997 19 83 https://www.shades-

tours.com/

SOZIALES Shades tours offers tours and trips revolving around socially polarizing 

topics.

Three Coins GmbH Lindengasse 56, 

18-20, c/o Hub 

Vienna

Wien info@threecoins.org 43 681 811 351 37 https://www.threecoins.o

rg/

SOZIALES Finanzen Gamification Support of young people in learning how to use money sustainably. We 

help them to understand their own behavior better and to change 

positively.

Vollpension GmbH Schleifmühlgasse 

16

Wien info@vollpension.wien 43 1 5850464 https://www.vollpension.

wien/

SOZIALES Arbeitsvermittlung, ältere 

Personen

Restaurant that offer coffes, cake and sweets. But the cakes are baked by 

elderly women .

Stitch-Jeans (ants in your 

pants)

GmbH Mariahilfer Straße 

101

Wien hallo@gebruederstitch.com 436 801 449 385 https://gebruederstitch.at

/

TEXTIL As far as possible, they reduce the negative effects on humans and the 

environment in the production of our pants and save resources.

Women & Code Verein Mariahilfer Straße 

45

Wien Kontakt über Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/

womenandcode

X https://womenandcode.o

rg/

SOZIALES IT Jobintegration As positive role models they want to inspire other women to join the 

field of software engineering.

https://womenandcode.org/
http://markta.at/
mailto:office@magdas.at
https://markta.at/
https://www.myability.org/
http://ngojobs.at/
https://gebruederstitch.at/
https://www.magdas.at/
https://www.threecoins.org/
https://mtop.at/
https://www.myability.org/
https://www.threecoins.org/
https://www.ngojobs.eu/
https://womenandcode.org/
https://nutundfeder.at/
https://www.vollpension.wien/
https://www.newaustriancodingschool.at/
https://www.newaustriancodingschool.at/
https://www.shades-tours.com/
mailto:ferdinand.lischka@ngojobs.at
https://openpianoforrefugees.com/
https://openpianoforrefugees.com/
https://gebruederstitch.at/
https://www.shades-tours.com/
https://www.vollpension.wien/
https://www.solantis.eu/


Wisr GmbH Seidlgasse 21 Top 

17/18

Wien office@growwisr.com 43 677 627 120 92 https://growwisr.com/ SOZIALES Jobintegration, ältere 

Personen

WisR is an Austrian startup and at the same time a movement that 

engages generations for the shared value creation and positive 

perception of old age.

Zeitpolster Verein Bildgasse 10 Dornbirn info@zeitpolster.com 4 366 488 720 770 https://www.zeitpolster.c

om/

SOZIALES Betreuung und Pflege The Time Cushion organization supports volunteering and neighborly 

help. This network gives social action an organizational and structural 

framework. The focus is on the own provision for old age or sick leave 

and the welfare-oriented, sustainable give and take.

VIEW. Verein Initiative 

Ethisch Wirtschaften

Verein Fischbachstr. 43 Salzburg info@view-salzburg.at 43 (0)664 373 86 82 http://www.view-

salzburg.at/

LEBENSMITTEL SOZIALES VIEW "saves" food. In other words: VIEW, in cooperation with other 

companies, preserves food before disposal.

SUPER-Initiative Verein Sterneckstraße 10 Salzburg info@super-initiative.at  +43 (0) 681 102 620 78 https://www.super-

initiative.at/

SONSTIGES Their vision is to create temporary spaces for creative temporary use 

from temporarily vacant spaces in Salzburg.

AUGUSTIN Verein Reinprechtsdorfer 

Straße 31/Hof

Wien verein@augustin.or.at 01/54 55 133 https://augustin.or.at/ SOZIALES The sale of street papers helps people who are excluded from the labor 

market for various reasons (homeless, long-term unemployed, asylum 

seekers, etc.) to alleviate their plight, since they receive half of the selling 

price.

Apropos GmbH Glockengasse 10 Salzburg redaktion@apropos.or.at 43 (0) 662 87 07 95 http://apropos.or.at/ SOZIALES Apropos is a nonpartisan, social newspaper project and since 1997 helps 

people in social difficulties to help themselves. The street paper is made 

by professional journalists and sold by men and women who are 

homeless, homeless and / or long-term unemployed. By the way, sellers 

and shop assistants buy 1,50 Euro and sell it for 3 Euro.

Allmenda Genossenschaft Bildgasse 10 Dornbirn gernot.jochum-

mueller@allmenda.com

0664 / 34 56 892 https://allmenda.com/ BANKING/FINANZEN The aim of their activities is to provide us and future generations with 

models and concrete applications for a good, sustainable life. The use of 

our talents and resources, joint planning, implementation and 

responsibility characterize our way of working.

Social Business Club Styria Verein Waagner-Biro-

Straße 100 

(Science Tower)

Graz info@sbcs.at 0699/19036466 https://sbcs.at/ SOZIALES Social Business Club Styria (SBSC) is establishing itself as a regional 

competence center and driver of social entrepreneurship.

BeckUp Einzelunternehmen Semmelweisgasse 

26 Tür 3

Wien please@beckup.me 43 1 93 46 860 https://beckup.me/ SOZIALES "BeckUP - success by humanity" offers products and services for 

companies and individuals who, in addition to technology, see humanity 

as an essential part of their future success.

Akala Bio Manufaktur KG Austraße 9 Wartberg an der Krems 43 758 660 198 www.akala-vertrieb.at LEBENSMITTEL Producers, wholesalers and retailers

for organic products in top quality.

Watchado GmbH Möllwaldplatz 

4/39

Wien office@whatchado.com 4 369 914 179 470 https://www.whatchado.c

om/de/

SOZIALES They are convinced that there is not only the perfect partner for every 

person in the world, but also the perfect job. And they help people to 

find it.

afforest4future hello@afforest4future.com

veselatanaskovic@gmail.co

m

0043 699 10880345

 0699 10-88-0345

https://afforest4future.co

m/

SONSTIGES Agrarwirtschaft They want to transform all deserts into food forests, to mitigate 

the 

effects of climate change and guarantee a prosper future for all.

Social Friends Verein Untere 

Augartenstraße 

34/3

Wien office@socialfriends.at 43 (0)677 61143010 http://www.socialfriends.

at/news1.html

SOZIALES Sport They are a community of social FRIENDS dedicated to helping young 

disabled people get started in the sport.

https://www.super-initiative.at/
http://www.socialfriends.at/news1.html
https://www.zeitpolster.com/
https://afforest4future.com/
https://afforest4future.com/
http://www.socialfriends.at/news1.html
https://growwisr.com/
http://www.akala-vertrieb.at/
https://www.whatchado.com/de/
http://www.view-salzburg.at/
http://www.view-salzburg.at/
https://www.super-initiative.at/
http://apropos.or.at/
https://www.zeitpolster.com/
https://augustin.or.at/
mailto:redaktion@apropos.or.at
https://beckup.me/
mailto:info@sbcs.at
https://sbcs.at/
https://www.whatchado.com/de/
https://allmenda.com/


Supertramps Verein Opernring 17 Wien office@supertramps.at 43 660 77 343 22 https://supertramps.at/ SOZIALES Obachlose als Cityguides Their guides are or were homeless. On their tours they tell about their life 

on the street and give an insight into other life worlds. The company 

helps homless to get jobs and raises awareness of poverty in austrian 

cities.

talentify GmbH Technopark 1 Tulln an der Donau support@talentify.me

bernhard@talentify.at

43 676 9035413 https://www.talentify.me

/

SOZIALES Lernhilfe Promote of individual talents and opportunities of young people, 

regardless of the social and financial situation of their parents.

Teach For Austria GmbH Landstraßer Gürtel 

3

Wien office@teachforaustria.at 43 699 16 45 65 00 https://www.teachforaust

ria.at/

SOZIALES Bildung In no other EU country does the educational success depend so much on 

the income, status and educational level of the parents as in Austria. Our 

vision is that the potential of a child and not the salary slips of parents 

decide on his education and future.

THE CONNECTION Verein Wiedner 

Hauptstrasse 46 

Top 7

Wien office@theconnection.at 43 660 3928123 https://www.theconnecti

on.at/

SOZIALES Migration The CONNECTION association has been working for eight years with 

young refugees and migrants aged 15 to 25 years. They accompany in 

integration, the acquisition of school and social skills, as well as the 

planning of their future in Austria.

The Good Tribe AB (Aktiebolag) - 

ausgehend von der 

schwedischen 

Hauptgesellschaft

Anton 

Wöberstrasse 17/3

Langenlois evelina@hegoodtribe.com

alexandra@thegoodtribe.com

43 650 51 00 419

43 676 610 40 52

https://www.thegoodtrib

e.com/

SOZIALES Building Awareness & 

Communities

Support of companies that want to change for more sustainability and 

ethically right business. They help 

clients leave business as usual behind and move towards a society where 

people, planet and profit harmonise. 


Topfreisen GmbH Griesgasse 2 Mödling team@topfreisen.at http://www.topfreisen.at/ LEBENSMITTEL Catering/Inegration 

am Arbeitsmarkt

Catering that offers foods from all over the wolrd and employs people 

from all over the world, especially migrants and refugees.

Viva con Aqua Verein Mariahilfer Gürtel 

32/10

Wien kontakt@vivaconagua.at www.vivaconagua.at/ LEBENSMITTEL sauberes 

Trinkwasser

 Viva con Agua (VcA) is committed to "Welthungerhilfe" water projects, 

which provide people in many different countries with access to clean 

drinking water, sanitary facilities and hygiene facilities.

fairMATCHING - Arbeit als 

Motor für Integration

Verein Jakob Haringer 

Straße 3

Salzburg info@fairmatching.com 0650-9100995 https://www.fairmatching

.com/

SOZIALES Integration am 

Arbeitsmarkt/Migration

Job mediation platform for refugees.

https://www.thegoodtribe.com/
https://www.fairmatching.com/
https://www.talentify.me/
https://www.fairmatching.com/
mailto:office@theconnection.at
mailto:info@fairmatching.com
https://www.teachforaustria.at/
http://www.topfreisen.at/
https://www.thegoodtribe.com/
https://www.teachforaustria.at/
https://www.talentify.me/
https://supertramps.at/
https://www.theconnection.at/
http://www.vivaconagua.at/impressum?mailto:kontakt@vivaconagua.at?
https://www.theconnection.at/
http://www.vivaconagua.at/


Otelo eGen eingetragene 

Genossenschaft

Fichtenweg 2 Vorchdorf martin.hollinetz@oteloegen.a

t

43 664 3066066 https://www.oteloegen.at

/

SOZIALES / TECHNIK Promotes its employees to live and develop their potential, share 

knowledge and resources, and support each other in order to realize a 

life in time and income prosperity.

They want to create a model in order to meaningfully combine life and 

work and experiment with new forms of work and economics.

Tausendundein Dach Einzelunternehmen Westbahnstraße 

7/6a

Wien office@dachgold.at 43 676 9616606 https://www.tausendund

eindach.at/

ENERGIE The initiative Tausendundein Dach accompanies companies and 

companies in all phases of the process towards their own power plant, 

because comprehensive photovoltaics for businesses and companies is 

the aim of the initiative.

E.e.si Impulszentrum Schumpeter 

BHAK/BHAS Wien 

13

Maygasse 43

Wien Mail integrated on Webpage

https://www.eesi-

impulszentrum.at/ueber-

eesi/das-team/

43-1-804 53 75-20 https://www.eesi-

impulszentrum.at/

SOZIALES Entrepreneur-Ausbildung 

an Schulen 

Promotion of a culture of maturity, personal responsibility and solidarity 

as a basis of value for the social capital of a civil society.

myAbility Social Enterprise GmbH Kärntner Ring 

12/2b

Wien servicecenter@myAbility.jobs 43 (1) 997 4118 https://www.myability.job

s

SOZIALES Inklusion im Beruf Jobplatform.

0>Handicap Verein Landhausboulevar

d Top 30

Sankt Pölten office@0handicap.at 02742/24688 od. 24686 https://www.0handicap.a

t/

SOZIALES Integration behinderter 

Menschen

Employs people with disabilities who work in various employment 

projects in all regions of Lower Austria.

abz*austria Verein Simmeringer 

Hauptstraße 154

Wien abzaustria@abzaustria.at 43 1 66 70 300 http://www.abzaustria.at

/

SOZIALES Arbeitsvermittlung, 

Migration

Is a non-profit making association for the promotion of work, education 

and future of women and the largest women's enterprise in Austria.

Arbas Arbeitsassistenz Tirol GmbH Fürstenweg 80 Innsbruck office@arbas.at 43(0)599699-0 https://arbas.at/ SOZIALES Arbeitsassistenz Accompaniment of people on the way to the best possible participation 

in working life due to an impairment.

UNIABILITY – 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft zur 

Gleichstellung von 

Menschen mit 

Behinderungen und 

chronischen Erkrankungen 

an Österreichs Universitäten 

und Hochschulen

Verein all Universities/FH 

Austria

diversity@fh-salzburg.ac.at 43 50 2211-1156 https://www.uniability.or

g/de/

SOZIALES barrierefreies Studieren Promote equality of people with disabilities and chronic diseases at 

Austrian universities and colleges.

mailto:servicecenter@myAbility.jobs
http://www.abzaustria.at/
mailto:office@dachgold.at
https://www.tausendundeindach.at/
about:blank
http://www.abzaustria.at/
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https://www.uniability.org/de/
https://www.google.com/search?safe=off&ei=BNEAXfq6LMaEk74P-OOkgAU&q=dachgold&oq=dachgold&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i203j0i30l4j0i5i30l2j0i30l2j38.2941.3881..4072...0.0..0.101.678.7j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i71j35i39j0j0i10i203.RLd4Z0N9xdA
mailto:diversity@fh-salzburg.ac.at
mailto:office@arbas.at
https://www.uniability.org/de/
https://www.myability.jobs/
https://www.0handicap.at/
https://www.oteloegen.at/
https://www.oteloegen.at/
https://www.tausendundeindach.at/
https://arbas.at/
https://www.eesi-impulszentrum.at/


ABAk Verein Meidlinger 

Hauptstrasse 51-

53/2/5a

Wien elvira.hauska@abak.at 43 1 513 96 69-12 http://www.abak.at/ SOZIALES  verbindet 

AkademikerInnen mit Behinderung 

und/oder chronischer Erkrankung 

und Arbeitgeber

Connection of academics with disabilities and / or chronic illness with 

employers.

AUGEN AUF PFOTEN Verein Marburgerstraße 

47

Weiz wolfgangniegelhell@gmx.at 43 (0) 664 4502171 www.augenaufpfoten.at/ SOZIALES seeing-eye dogs Foundation for guide dogs that help visually impaired people.

autArK GmbH Rudolfsbahngürtel 

2

Klagenfurt am 

Wörthersee

office@autark.co.at 0463/ 59 72 63 https://www.autark.co.at

/

SOZIALES Inklusion v. Menschen 

mit Behinderung 

Accompany people with disadvantages and / or disabilities on their way 

to the greatest possible independence.

Zeitschrift- Behinderte- 

Menschen

Verein Alberstraße 8 Graz zeitschrift@behindertemensc

hen.at

43 -316- 327936-0 https://www.behinderte

menschen.at/

SOZIALES Printing company that hires and trains disabled people.

Miteinander 

leben.lernen.arbeiten

Verein Rechte 

Donaustraße 7

Linz office@miteinander.com 0732 78 20 00 – 27 https://www.miteinander.

com/

SOZIALES Inklusion v. Menschen 

mit Behinderung 

Ensuring a life as unhindered as possible for impaired people via 

accompaniment through all phases of their lives.

biv die Akademie für 

integrative Bildung

Verein Mariahilferstraße 

76 / Stiege 7 / Top 

69

Wien office@biv-integrativ.at 01 / 892 15 04 http://biv-integrativ.at/ SOZIALES Inklusion v. Menschen 

mit Behinderung 

Educational events, information and advice for impaired people or 

people working with those.

Blinden- und 

Sehbehindertenverband

Verein / Selbsthilfeverband Hägelingasse 4-6 Wien office@blindenverband-

wnb.at

01 / 981 89-0 https://www.blindenverb

and-wnb.at

SOZIALES Inklusion v. Menschen 

mit Behinderung 

Advocacy of blind and partially sighted people.

Intersol Verein Strubergasse 18 Salzburg office@intersol.at 43 (0)662 874723 https://www.intersol.at SOZIALES Entwickungshilfec They work independently and on equal terms with their cooperation 

partners in Latin America & Asia on future topics for a solidary world 

community.

https://www.autark.co.at/
mailto:office@miteinander.com
http://www.augenaufpfoten.at/
https://www.behindertemenschen.at/
https://www.blindenverband-wnb.at/
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https://www.blindenverband-wnb.at/
https://www.behindertemenschen.at/
mailto:office@autark.co.at
http://biv-integrativ.at/
mailto:elvira.hauska@abak.at
http://www.abak.at/


Chance 

GründerInnenzentrum für 

Menschen mit Handicap

Dietrich-Keller-

Straße 24

Raaba office@chance.at 0664/3252593 http://www.chance.at/ SOZIALES Integration v. Menschen 

mit Behinderung am Arbeitsmarkt

Support people with disabilities free of charge when starting up a 

business.

ChronischKrank Verein Kirchenplatz 3 Enns kontakt@chronischkrank.at 43 (0) 7223 / 8 26 67 https://chronischkrank.at

/

SOZIALES The association ChronischKrank is made up of people affected by chronic 

diseases and people who want to help those affected.

DAS BAND - gemeinsam 

vielfältig

Verein Witzelsbergergasse 

 26-28/2

Wien office@band.at 43 1/486 26 61 - 0 https://www.band.at SOZIALES The aim of our association is to provide impaired and disabled 

participants with equal  participation in all areas of life

Tu was, dann tut sich was Verein Mönchsberg 2A Salzburg office@ifz-salzburg.at 43 (0)622 / 842 521 161 http://www.tu-

was.at/home.html

SOZIALES Inkulsive Festivals "Social festivals" to encourage citizens ("local experts") to their own 

initiative and take their regional knowledge seriously. People from the 

region should develop ideas and projects for improving the world in the 

region and for the region.

Instahelp ist eine Marke der Insta 

Communications GmbH,ein 

Unternehmen der Up to 

Eleven Digital Solutions 

GmbH

Münzgrabenstraße 

 92/4

Graz contact@instahelp.me 43 316 22 84 09 https://instahelp.me/at/ SOZIALES psychologische 

Onlineberatung

To improve the quality of life of those seeking advice through simplified 

access to psychological counseling. Instahelp offers psychological 

counseling online to create a complementary, simple offer to the existing 

counseling system.

Monkee GmbH Gartenweg 30e Rum info@monkee.rocks 43 7208 83215 https://www.monkee.roc

ks/

SOZIALES Hilfe beim "Sparen" Monkee helps people to become financially fit and save money on the 

things that really matter to them without getting into debts.

Impactory GmbH Seitenstettengasse 

5/37

Wien office@impactory.org 43 676 9641 676 https://impactory.org/ SOZIALES Spendenplattform Donation platform where you can chose for which projects you wnat to 

donate and follow the success and impact of your donation.

Aracuba GmbH Dumreichergasse 

122/3

Wien office(@)aracuba.eu 43 664 7372 8205 http://www.aracuba.eu/a

hp1/

ENERGIE Aracuba GmbH has fully dedicated itself to networking experts spanning 

borders 

and technologies in the field of renewable energies.

http://www.tu-was.at/home.html
https://www.monkee.rocks/
https://chronischkrank.at/
https://www.band.at/
mailto:contact@instahelp.me
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http://www.chance.at/
http://www.tu-was.at/home.html
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Mobyome KG Margaretenstraße 

79/2

Wien office@mobyome.at https://www.mobyome.at

/

MOBILITÄT Mobyome develops visions, ideas and tools for a new understanding of 

alternative mobility solutions in small towns and rural communities.

Morgenjungs (Im Grätzl) GmbH Ausstellungsstraße 

9/9

Wien wir@imgraetzl.at 0699/15028277 https://www.imgraetzl.at SOZIALES Communitybuilding Helping small companies and producers to get in touch with locals for the 

promotion of their business.

GS gain&sustain GmbH Kranzmayerstraße 

61c

Klagenfurt office@gainandsustain.eu 43 650 634 888 3 http://www.gainandsustai

n.eu

SOZIALES Jobplattform für Lehrlinge Is a program that initiates and promotes mentor and mentee learning 

from each other. The recipe for success in this context is: Young people's 

curiosity and simplicity meet expertise and experience and a true win-win 

situation emerges.

opencoach Dampfschiffstraße 

6/21

Wien hello@opencoach.at 4369915449335 https://opencoach.at/ SOZIALES Training-on-the-Job und 

pro bono Coaching

Is the first online marketplace for training-on-the-job and pro bono 

coaching in Austria. In cooperation with social institutions and training 

institutes, the platform links disadvantaged people with volunteer 

coaches in and after training, thus providing affordable coaching for all.

Best of the Rest Verein Kardinalplatz 1 Klagenfurt am WS office@bestoftherest.at 43 0664 4907 298 http://bestoftherest.at/ LEBENSMITTEL Use of "second hand" foods that normally would be thrown away are 

used.

BAGS WITH LEGS Einzelunternehmer Wattgasse 59/4 Wien walkproud@bagswithlegs.at http://bagswithlegs.at TEXTIL The mission is to integrate women refugees in the project, providing 

them with income and a sense of belonging.

Kicken ohne Grenzen Verein Kranzgasse 18/8 Wien kontakt@kicken-ohne-

grenzen.at

http://www.kicken-ohne-

grenzen.at/

To help young people from disadvantaged communities, through the 

unifying power of football, to integrate into society in a sustainable and 

equal way.

develooper.io GmbH Leopoldstr. 2 Innsbruck hi@develooper.io 43 676 39 85 315 https://develooper.io/en/ SOZIALES Webpage-Programmierer 

die lediglich MitrantInnen einstellen

https://www.mobyome.at/
https://develooper.io/en/
mailto:walkproud@bagswithlegs.at
mailto:kontakt@kicken-ohne-grenzen.at
http://www.kicken-ohne-grenzen.at/
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mailto:kontakt@kicken-ohne-grenzen.at
http://bestoftherest.at/
https://www.mobyome.at/
mailto:wir@imgraetzl.at
mailto:office@gainandsustain.eu
http://www.gainandsustain.eu/
http://www.gainandsustain.eu/
https://opencoach.at/
https://www.imgraetzl.at/
http://www.kicken-ohne-grenzen.at/


Ecolodge Home of Green 

Fashion

OG Markenschlagrotte 

 24

Frankenfels https://www.ecolodge-

fashion.com/contact/

43 (0) 650 481 33 14 https://www.ecolodge-

fashion.com/

TEXTIL They only produce ecologically sustainable & fair fashion.

Option Medien e.U. Einzelunternehmer Seidengasse 13/3 Wien s.huber@dieoption.at https://option.news/ SOZIALES Medien In line with the motto "create a better future", option.news should 

contribute to this by offering information on sustainability and civil 

society to and from interested people. But option.news also wants to 

motivate them to deal with these topics. They are committed to a 

sustainable future, conscious consumption, advancement of democracy 

and many other positive impulses.

hempstatic Lindengasse 56 Wien http://www.hempstatic.at/?p

age_id=38

43 677 617 484 20 http://www.hempstatic.at

/

BAUEN und WOHNEN Our mission is to accelerate the transition from a linear to a circular 

economy in the construction sector.

BauKarussell / RepaNet Zusammenschluss aus 

mehreren Unternehmen, 

Stellvertretend ist der 

RepaNet Verein

Trappelgasse 

3/1/18

Wien office@baukarussell.at 0043699-15236100 https://www.baukarussell

.at/

BAUEN und WOHNEN BauKrussell occurs in the planning and implementation of utilization-

oriented decommissioning with the involvement of socio-economic 

partners as a company. This way they want to extend the lifespan of 

buildings or reuse them instead of tearing them down to be replace by 

new buildings. This way a lot of materials and ressources can be saved up.

Paradeisa Anton Frank-

Gasse 4/14

Wien info@paradeisa.at 43 681 10 30 79 98 https://www.paradeisa.at LEBENSMITTEL They want to make regional and seasonal food available to as many 

people as possible - and at fair prices.

Fitico Sportswear Einzelunternehmer Lindengasse 56/18-

9

Wien orders@fitico-

sportswear.com

43 68 110 580 438 https://shop.fitico-

sportswear.com/

TEXTIL Creates sporteswear made out of recycled fishnets and tries to keep the 

usage of recources as small as possible throughout the whole design, 

production and distribution of the products.

Endlos Fesch GmbH Lindengasse 56 Wien team@endlosfesch.at 0664 4626024 https://www.endlosfesch.

at

TEXTIL A customer can rent dresses and clothes from this company. The idea is 

to provide people with the latest fashion without people needing tobuy it 

themselfes. That way, people don´t need to own loads of garments and 

resources can be saved.

Wohnbuddy Verein Degengasse 40/8 Wien office@wohnbuddy.com 0043 680 128 54 35 https://www.wohnbuddy.

com/

BAUEN und WOHNEN Platform to convey young with old people for housing situations. Because 

old people often have a lot of space and would like to share it, and young 

people can accompany and help them.

https://www.ecolodge-fashion.com/
https://www.ecolodge-fashion.com/
https://option.news/
https://www.ecolodge-fashion.com/contact/
https://shop.fitico-sportswear.com/
https://www.endlosfesch.at/
https://www.ecolodge-fashion.com/contact/
https://www.paradeisa.at/
https://www.wohnbuddy.com/
http://www.hempstatic.at/?page_id=38
https://www.baukarussell.at/
https://shop.fitico-sportswear.com/
mailto:office@wohnbuddy.com
mailto:office@baukarussell.at
http://www.hempstatic.at/
https://www.baukarussell.at/
https://www.wohnbuddy.com/
https://www.endlosfesch.at/
http://www.hempstatic.at/?page_id=38
http://www.hempstatic.at/


B7 Arbeit und Leben Verein Peter-Behrens-

Platz 7

Linz office@arbeit-b7.at 0732 600230 https://www.arbeit-b7.at SOZIALES Helps people that find themselves in difficult life-situations to find new 

jobs.

Charmanter Elefant KG PETER-BEHRENS-

PLATZ 8

Linz ZIRKUSDIREKTOR@ 

CHARMANTERELEFANT.AT

43 677 628 631 25 https://www.charmantere

lefant.at/

LEBENSMITTEL Catering company that wherever possible, opts for upcycling and 

recycling. Their dishes are packed plastic-free in compostable containers 

and in all dishes we pay attention to an ecologically sound footprint and 

the best quality ingredients.

Destination Development Verein Karl-Nieschlag-

Gasse 9/1/12

Wien office@destination-

development.org

43 650 2500558 https://www.destination-

development.org

TOURISMUS We make tourism designs built for the people living in the destination by 

putting people first. Our vision is that tourism promotes the mutual 

understanding and appreciation of locals and their guests, secures the 

long-term economic stability in tourism regions and offers great and 

enriching experiences to guests and locals alike. This is what we believe 

in, and this is what we are working for.

https://www.charmanterelefant.at/
https://www.charmanterelefant.at/
mailto:office@destination-development.org
mailto:office@destination-development.org
https://www.destination-development.org/
https://www.destination-development.org/
mailto:zirkusdirektor@CHARMANTERELEFANT.AT
https://www.arbeit-b7.at/
mailto:zirkusdirektor@CHARMANTERELEFANT.AT


Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Humana Nova Social cooperation
Mihovljanska 89

HR-40000 Čakovec
info@humananova.org 385 040 500 765

http://www.humananova.org/en/h

ome/
Textile manufacturing & recycling Employment of persons with disabilities

Hedona Limited liability company
Trg Antuna Nemčića 7

48260 Križevci hedona@hedona.hr
M: +385 (0) 98 486 769

http://hedona.hr/about-

us/?lang=en
Chocolate factory Employment of persons with disabilities

Fierce Women Limited liability company HELLO@FIERCE-WOMEN.NET 095 835  99 65 http://fierce-women.net/
Production of card game with the aim of rising women 

rights by popularizing female scientists and artists
Promotion of equality

Sfera Visia j.d.o.o.
Simple private company 

limited by shares
Heinzelova 66, Zagreb info@sferavisia.hr 385 1 2061 360 https://sferavisia.hr/ Soap manufacturing Employment of blind persons

Zadruga Kameleon Cooperative
Nadinska ul. 7, 10000, 

Zagreb

kameleonzadruga@gmail.c

om

https://www.facebook.com/Kame

leonHR
culinary and catering Employment of persons with disabilities

Socijalna zadruga 

prijateljica
Cooperative

Sportska 3, Ante 

Starčevića 19

20350 Metković
prijateljica.socijalna.zadrug

a@gmail.com

38520681670
https://www.facebook.com/pg/prij

ateljica.socijalna.zadruga/about/

?ref=page_internal
gypsum, paraffin, wood and plexiglass souvenirs

Employment of socially excluded groups

Pričaj mi

NGO

Jagićeva 11, 10 000 

Zagreb

katarina@pricajmi.hr

00385 91 788 6908 http://pricajmi.hr/
providing psychosocial assistance to children, young 

people and parents through creative, educational and 

therapeutic content

Providing help to target groups that face risks

ProPuh Simple private company 

limited by shares

Božidara Magovca 161, 

Zagreb tpuhovski@propuh.com

https://www.facebook.com/Propu

hhr-225219880840920/
Upcycling, design, culture Green business, ecology

Brlog Cooperative
Grgura Budislavića 99, 

Zadar anateskera@gmail.com
385 98 620 849 http://www.brlog.beer/ Brewery Gender balance

Održivo Limited liability company Put Supavla, 21000, Split

hrvoje.bota@odrzivo.com

385 91 543 8889 http://www.odrzivo.com/
permaculture design, architectural design and urban 

planning Self-sustainability, ecology

Print lab Limited liability company
 Ulica dr. Ivana Novaka 

38, 40000, Čakovec andrea@printlab.hr 00385 40 390 051

http://www.printlab.hr/web/en/#co

ntact

graphic & web design studio
Employment of persons with disabilities

Oaza NGO
Frane Petrića 5, Zagreb, 

Hrvatska

roberto.rosandic@oazainfo.

hr
38515503010 https://oazainfo.hr/ empowerment of youth promotion of social entrepreneurship

Act Konto Limited liability company
Ul. dr. Ivana Novaka, 

40000, Čakovec info@act-konto.hr
3,85041E+11 http://act-konto.hr/

Accounting and book keeping
collaboration exclusively with social enterprises and NGOs

ZEZ Cooperative
 Ivana Bunića Vučića 21, 

10000, Zagreb
zoran.kordic@zez.coop

385092 502 2690 https://www.zez.coop/
energy cooperative

to assist citizens in the development, investment and use of 

renewable energy

Deša pro Limited liability company
Frana Supila 8, 20000 

Dubrovnik
info@desapro.hr

385 (0)20 420 145 https://desapro.hr/en/ Delicacies, Handwork, Cosmetics employment of socially disprivilaged groups

Punkt limited liability company
Ul. Marsovog polja 12, 

52100, Pula
punkt.pula@gmail.com

3,85053E+11
https://www.facebook.com/punkt

pula/
Serves breakfast, lunch, drinks and coffee, catering Employment of persons with disabilities

Zadruga Neos Cooperative
Ul. kneza Borne 32a, 

31000, Osijek zadruga.neos@gmail.com
38031271471 https://www.zadruga-neos.hr/ Souvenier design Employment of persons with addictions

Croatia 
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Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Ultina s.r.o. Ltd. Riegrova 43A, České Budějovice miroslav.sperk@ultina.cz M: +420 777 881 332 www.ultina.cz Actvive wheelchair Help for an active life

THEIA - krizové centrum, 

o.p.s.

public benefit 

organization Mánesova 11, 370 01 České Budějovice pomoc@theia.cz
M: +420 774 618 412

www.theia.cz Social enterprises Help for people

Rodinné centrum Madlenka

Česká 23/47, České Budějovice 1, 370 

01 České Budějovice info@detska-akademie.cz
M. +420 606 560 267

www.centrum-madlenka.czChildrens academy Help for mother on maternity

Pomoc Týn nad Vltavou, z.s.

incorporated 

association Čihovice 30, 375 01 Týn nad Vltavou sekretariat@pomoc-tyn.cz
 T: +420 385 724 006

www.pomoctyn.cz Help for people

Czechitas z.s.

incorporated 

association Jihočeský vědeckotechnický park
Lipová 1789/9
České Budějovice, 370 05huyen.truongova@czechitas.cz M: +420 730 672 312 https://www.czechitas.cz

IT education among women and in 

the new generation.

We help women, girls and children 

to explore the world of information 

technologies. We teach them to 

code in various programming 

languages, test their software, or 

analyse complex data. We organize 

workshops and courses on different 

levels of expertise, focused on 

particular knowledge or 

technology. We organize summer 

IT camps, requalification and 

evening courses. IT education for women and new generation

Nedoklubko z.s.

incorporated 

association V Olšinách 16/82
100 00  Praha 10 info@nedoklubko.cz M: +420 608 888 778 https://www.nedoklubko.cz

Nedoklubko cooperates with all 

perinatological centers in the Czech 

Republic, is one of the 65 active 

members of the international 

organization EFCNI, cooperates 

with the Czech Neonatological 

Society ČSL JEP and participates in 

research activities. Help for parents  of premature babies

MOMENT Česká republika, 

o.p.s.

public benefit 

organization Českobratrská 1788/20
70200 Ostrava info@moment-ops.cz T: +420 725 250 086 http://www.moment-ops.cz

Moment CR operates a network of 

charitable second hands to support 

selected non-profit organizations. 

MOMENT charity shops were 

inspired by the Western European 

system of community funding of 

public benefit projects. They work 

on the principle of donating and 

selling unneeded goods from 

ordinary people's households. We 

return old things to life, sell them, 

the proceeds go to the needy.

A simple and effective model links support 

for the development of civil responsibility 

with financial support for specific socially 

and environmentally beneficial projects.

Czech republic 
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ARPIDA, Center for the 

Rehabilitation of Persons 

with Disabilities, z.ú.

registered 

institute U Hvízdala 1402/9
37011 České Budějovice 2reditel@arpida.cz T: +420 602 963 856 www.arpida.cz

Assistance to families caring for 

children, youth and adults with 

physical (motor) and multiple 

disabilities, in the form of 

comprehensive day-to-day 

coordinated care in the spirit of 

comprehensive rehabilitation.

This care is provided through:

- Social Services Centers

- Non-state health care facilities

- Schools and school facilities

Fórum dárců / Czech 

Donors Forum

V Tůních 11
120 00 Praha 2 dmsasistent@donorsforum.cz T: +420 240 201 193 https://www.darujspravne.cz

The main goal of the Donate Right 

project, which is focused on 

individual donation, is to simplify 

the journey between donors and 

non-profit organizations as much as 

possible and to eliminate worrying 

about whether the money is going 

where it really is. Every 

organization registered at 

Darujspravne.cz is verified, has a 

public collection and is fully 

transparent.

The Donors Forum is the only 

nationwide association that covers 

donors in the Czech Republic - the 

Donors Forum has been working 

successfully since 1997 and brings 

together leading Czech foundations 

and funds. 

Česká Federace 

Potravinových Bank, z.s.

incorporated 

association K Brance 11/19e, 
155 00 Praha 5 lachova@potravinovabanka.cz https://potravinovebanky.cz

The Czech Federation of Food 

Banks is the umbrella organization 

of food banks in the Czech 

Republic. We represent all 15 

functioning food banks at national 

and international level and operate 

a central warehouse in Modletice.

Remobil, z.s.

incorporated 

association Neklanova 152/44
12800 Praha 2 - Vyšehradinfo@remobil.cz M: +420  603 939 603 https://remobil.cz

A non-profit project to collect 

unnecessary mobile phones

Nadace Partnerství Foundation Údolní 33, 
602 00 Brno petr.kazda@nap.cz T: +420 515 903 111 https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz

Foudation helps people to care for 

the environment.

Haima České Budějovice
 association dětská hematoonkologie při Dětském oddělení Nemocnice Č. Budějovice
B. Němcové 54
370 01 České Budějovicee.svepesova@post.cz T: +420 724 546 959 http://www.haima-ceske-budejovice.cz/kontakt/

association for helping children 

with haematopoiesis disorder

Auticentrum, o.p.s.

public benefit 

organization  Plzeňská 2219/44, 
370 04 České Budějoviceinfo@auticentrum.cz M: +420 606 046 118 http://www.auticentrum.cz/

improvement of the quality of 

services for people with autism

https://www.arpida.cz/
https://potravinovebanky.cz/
http://www.auticentrum.cz/
https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz/
https://www.darujspravne.cz/
http://www.haima-ceske-budejovice.cz/kontakt/
https://remobil.cz/


ICOS Český Krumlov, o.p.s.

public benefit 

organization 5. Května 251, Plešivec
381 01 Český Krumlovicos@krumlov.cz T: +420 380 712 202 http://icos.krumlov.cz

we devote ourselves to the support 

of systemic development of the 

region with a focus on the 

development of social services and 

non-profit organizations, especially 

in the South Bohemia region with 

an emphasis on the Český Krumlov 

region. WE HELP WHERE IT IS 

NEEDED.

mailto:icos@krumlov.cz
http://icos.krumlov.cz/
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mimycri e.V. registered 

association

Flottwellstraße 2, 10785 

Berlin

tell@mimycri.com 0049 159 013 73 277 https://www.mimycri.de/ Bags "Together with people with experience as 

refugees, we strive to turn supposed rubbish 

into meaningful, longlasting products. We 

turn broken dingies into bags - making old as 

good as new!"

goood mobile GmbH registered 

association & 

GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Gotzinger Straße 8,

c/o Impact Hub München

81371 München

office@goood.de 0049 618 1707 4032 https://goood.de Telecommunications With the "goood mobile" project - 

Germany's socially and ecologically 

sustainable mobile radio - we are 

implementing our vision and mission in the 

telecommunications sector. goood mobile 

offers mobile radio packages that enable 

customers to make the world a little better 

without additional financial expenditure. 

Together with fantastic partners, "goood 

mobile" can offer surfing and telephoning at 

low package prices and at the same time 

donate 10% of the package prices to 

ecologically or socially sustainable projects 

of non-profit organizations.

the nu company GmbH GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Mohnstraße 2 01127 

Dresden

info@the-nu-company.com n/a https://www.the-nu-

company.com/pages/nu

pro

Food/Snacks vegan, organic, zero waste fitness shakes 

and other products

soulbottles/soulproducts 

GmbH

GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Volkmarstr. 1-7 12099 Berlinhello@soulbottles.com n/a https://www.soulbottles.d

e/

Drinking bottles "That's why our soulbottles are fair, climate-

neutral, pollutant- and plastic-free.

In short: really clean bottles. With a 

soulbottle you and everyone you tell about it 

can avoid a lot of garbage. And make sure 

that more than just plastic floats in our 

oceans in the future." - 1 EURO is being 

donated per purchase

Sven Franke individual & UG - 

haftungsbeschrän

kt (Entrepreneur 

company with 

limited liability)

Am Walde 2b, 38165 

Lehre

sven.franke@coplusx.de 0049-172-36 80 212 https://www.coplusx.de/ New Work He is researching, working and speaking 

about new forms of work and payment and 

supports other companies to implement 

those innovations. 

Sina Trinkwalder GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Willy-Brandt-Platz 1a, 

86153 Augsburg

service@manomama.de 0049 (0)821 567 428 - 0 https://www.manomama.

de/

Fair Trade Fashion & more mainly employs disadvantaged people in her 

company

Kipepeo-Clothing Inh. 

Martin Kluck

EPU (one-person 

company)

 Wernerstr. 82 70469 

Stuttgart

info@kipepeo-clothing.com n/a https://www.kipepeo-

clothing.com/de/

Fair Trade Fashion Social Projects: https://www.kipepeo-

clothing.com/de/content/7-projekte- AND 

Kipepeo Cycle: https://www.kipepeo-

clothing.com/de/content/6-kipepeocycle-

Germany 
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Aizome JM Mark Inc., 

d.b.a. Aizome 

Bedding

Sunset Lake Road, Suite 

B2, Newark, 19702, 

Delaware, U.S.A.

hello@aizomebedding.com 001-219-292-4480 https://www.aizomebedd

ing.com/

Natural Linnen AizomeBedding™ismakinghypoallergenic

all natural fabrics to soothe your sensitive 

skin while you sleep.  Using simple plant-

based ingredients, we craft the softest 

bedding that is good for you and good for 

the planet.

Original unverpackt GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Wiener Straße 16, 10999 

Berlin

kontakt@original-

unverpackt.de

0049 176 7689 75 08 https://original-

unverpackt.de/

Food/Shop Zero Waste

Einhorn.my GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Skalitzer Strasse 100, 

10997 Berlin,

contact@einhorn.my 0049 (0) 30 690 046 69 https://einhorn.my Sustainable condoms et al.; einhorn is a community and a team that has 

a stake in society, culture, politics, and the 

economy. We believe that being 

fairstainable involves a mutual dialogue 

between all involved. That is why we host 

content from minds that question norms and 

values. We are a start up and want to 

combine design with Fairstainability (fair & 

sustainable). We believe in using the 

business power to do good and all that in a 

sexy design. 50% of our profits go into social 

and sustainability projects. Everyone 

involvedinthecondommakingprocess–the

natureandthepeople–haveastakeinour

approach.

Karma Chakhs UG 

(Entrepreneur 

company)

c/o Knispel 

Beratungsgesellschaft 

mbH Kienitzer Straße 107 

12049 Berlin

info@karma-classics.de n/a https://www.karma-

classics.de/

Shoes We are not classic shoe or textile producers. 

We are a campaign. Our aim is to encourage 

consumers* to consume more consciously. 

We do not want to moralise but to sensitise 

people to sustainable fashion through a 

participatory approach. 

Mobile Retter info@mobile-retter.de 0049 

221 96694590

0049 221 96694590 http://www.mobile-

retter.de/

mobile app In the event of sudden cardiovascular arrest 

or unconsciousness, fast, professional 

medical help is often crucial for the life of 

the person in distress. Using an innovative, 

app-supported alarm system from the 112 

emergency call centre, a medically qualified 

first-aider who may be in the immediate 

vicinity of an emergency doctor can now be 

tracked down and alerted via his 

smartphone at the same time as the 

emergency doctor.

Africa GreenTec AG AG (stock 

corporation)

Außenliegend 19, 63512 

Hainburg

info@africagreentec.com 0049 6182 843 8717 https://www.africagreente

c.com/

Sustainable Energy Africa GreenTec designs and operates 

Africa‘sfirsteco-effective,sustainableand

social swarm power plant.

Coco Malou Textil UG 

(haftungsbeschränkt)

UG 

haftungsbeschrön

kt (Entrepreneur 

company limited 

liability)

Pflasteräckerstr. 41, 

70435 Stuttgart

hallo@coco-malou.com 0049 71146928474 https://www.coco-

malou.com/

fairtrade ecofriendly lingerie At Coco Malou you will find sensual, fair 

produced and environmentally friendly 

lingerie made of Tencel and lace. We look 

forward to your visit! AND https://www.coco-

malou.com/pages/weforest-kooperation

https://www.coco-malou.com/
mailto:contact@einhorn.my
https://original-unverpackt.de/
https://www.africagreentec.com/
https://original-unverpackt.de/
https://einhorn.my/
https://www.africagreentec.com/
https://www.aizomebedding.com/
https://www.coco-malou.com/
https://www.aizomebedding.com/
http://www.mobile-retter.de/
https://www.karma-classics.de/
https://www.karma-classics.de/
http://www.mobile-retter.de/
http://einhorn.my/


Manaomea GmbH GmbH (limited 

liability company)

Nepomukstraße 3 82140 

Olching

hallo@manaomea 0049 8142/5042026 https://www.manaomea.c

om/e/index_e.html

pens and other products "We have started with a line of pencils made 

of the finest natural graphite wrapped in 

recycled thread, natural fibres, textile scraps 

and a self-produced organic polymer. Each is 

natural and one of a kind, an alchemic 

transmutation from waste to treasure, ready 

to write wondrous tales: So that tools can be 

a treat to use; so that people can work under 

fair trade conditions; so that even better 

ideas can evolve; and so that breathing clean 

air never becomes a luxury."

social bee https://www.social-

bee.de/ueber-uns/

"We are a social business that accepts social 

responsibility with entrepreneurial means 

and wants to make the world a better place. 

Our aim is to integrate refugees and 

migrants into the labour market and society. 

As a non-profit limited company, we 

reinvent the model of temporary 

employment in a social way. We hire 

disadvantaged people with us and leave 

them to companies. All proceeds are used 

for their care and further training. The aim is 

to take over our employees after 1.5 years at 

the latest."

https://www.manaomea.com/e/index_e.html
https://www.social-bee.de/ueber-uns/
https://www.social-bee.de/ueber-uns/
https://www.manaomea.com/e/index_e.html


Name of the company Company form Address Contact  email Contact  phone Web page Area of the business
Social aspect of the 

entreprepreneurship
Needs identified

Area of cooperation to 

altruprenerus

Menedek Egyesulet association 1081 Budapest, 

Nepszinhaz utca 16. 

menedek@mene

dek.hu 

36 1 322 1502 www.menedek.hu - social integration of immigrants - support in establishing a company for 

migrants

- project management, 

marketing consulting, 

volunteering, dissemination, 

fund consulting

marketing, fund raising, 

dissemination

Mecses Egyesulet association 5650 Mezőberény, Petőfi 

Sándor u. 54.

iroda@mecseseg

yesulet.hu

36 66 421 720 www.mecsesegyesulet.hu - selling of products made by people with 

disabilities

- elderly care, support of people with 

disabilities

- transport services

marketing consultation, 

campaigns

marketing 

Artemisszio Interkulturalis 

Alapitvany

association 1085 Budapest, Pál utca 

6.

info@artemisszio

.hu

36 70 321 3078

36 70 633 4872

http://www.artemisszio.h

u/

- charitable foundation; disadvantaged 

people; interculturality

a) intercultural community b) competency 

center (self-discovery and skill development 

training)

- business support, business 

development for disadvantaged people

- business development 

consultancy, marketing, online 

support, ICT needs

management, marketing, ICT

Váltó-sáv Alapítvány foundation 1082 Budapest, Üllői út 

42.

m.meszaros@val

tosav.hu

 

alapitvany@valto

sav.hu

36 1 352 6755 www.valtosav.hu - social and labour market reintegration of all 

people involved in criminality in any ways, i.e. 

people under or after detention, criminals 

and their relatives (social work with young 

criminals under prosecution or serving their 

punishment)

- reintegration to labour market;

- support the identification and 

development of individual talents

- web development, 

translation, management 

consulting

online marketing

Tappancs Állatotthon 

Alapítvány és Őrszolgálat

foundation Tatabánya, Síkvölgy adrienn.kovalcsik

@gmail.com

36 30 494 7353 http://tappancsotthon.hu

/alapitvany

- animal protection - how to be a social enterprise / build a 

sustainable model 

- establishing a mentor program

starting "self-supporting" 

projects

fund raising, business 

development

Mályi Madármentők association 3434 Mályi, Erkel Ferenc 

utca 62.

info@mteweb.hu 36 30 689 2727 https://www.facebook.co

m/madarmentes/

- animal protection (wildlife, especially for 

birds)

- virtual adoption program

Fogyatékos Személyek 

Esélyegyenlőségéért 

Közhasznú Nonprofit Kft

nonprofit Ltd.  1138 Budapest, Váci út 

191. 

bela.szilvia@fszk.

hu

36 1 450 32 30

36 1 450 32 40

http://fszk.hu/ - promoting equal rights, social integration 

and complex rehabilitation of persons with 

disabilities

- supporting the communication and self-

representation of people with 

disabilities;

fostering programs for employment and 

independent living of people with 

disabilities

- communication consultancy, 

content strategy, training, 

networking

Szivárvány Autizmus 

Közhasznú Egyesület

assocation 6771 Szeged, Szerb u. 

192.

renata.bekevari

@gmail.com

36 20 484 1028 https://aosz.hu/tagszerve

zet/szivarvany-autizmus-

egyesulet/

- support of autism community - employment support

Kárpátmedence Természeti 

Értékeiért Alapitvány

foundation 3034 Szűcsi, Petőfi u. 133. karpat.medence2

012@gmail.com

https://karpatmedence.w

eebly.com/

- maintenance and restoration of biological 

balance; protecting landscape values

- protection/recue of grasslands with 

community cooperation (involving 

agricultural stakeholders)

Kud-Arc Közhasznú Ifjúsági 

Egyesület

assocation Solymár, Templom tér 25. kudarcklub@gma

il.com

36 26 360 100 www.kud-

arc.hu/index.html

- support for emerging bands and artists - support young talents - need: implementation of 

flagship projects; event 

management (music talent 

competition, exhibitions, 

concerts, performances)

Hungary 

DT 112 Database of Social Entrepreneurs

http://www.kud-arc.hu/index.html
http://www.valtosav.hu/
https://aosz.hu/tagszervezet/szivarvany-autizmus-egyesulet/
https://karpatmedence.weebly.com/
http://fszk.hu/
https://karpatmedence.weebly.com/
http://tappancsotthon.hu/alapitvany
http://www.kud-arc.hu/index.html
http://www.menedek.hu/
http://www.artemisszio.hu/
http://www.artemisszio.hu/
https://www.facebook.com/madarmentes/
http://www.mecsesegyesulet.hu/
https://www.facebook.com/madarmentes/
https://aosz.hu/tagszervezet/szivarvany-autizmus-egyesulet/
http://tappancsotthon.hu/alapitvany
https://aosz.hu/tagszervezet/szivarvany-autizmus-egyesulet/


Artman Egyesület assocation 1016 Budapest, 

Mészáros utca 32.

info@artman.hu 

/ 

tanceania@gmail

.com

36 70 422 9070 http://artman.hu/en/kik-

vagyunk/rolunk/

Mission: "To create a creative COMMON 

SPACE – through DANCE and therapy – along 

our VALUES and our disability – for a society 

of INCLUSION."

Interests: 

1) to provide the conditions for the 

permanent functioning of Tánceánia;

2) to work out a complex movement and 

dance therapy form for people living 

with severe movement disability, mild 

mental impair or speech loss and other 

special needs.

3) to create an educational and training 

program to share and pass on the 

experience and methods;

4) to eventually establish an art research 

centre which can be a basis for both the 

practical work of Tánceánia and can also 

be a scene for innovative meeting of 

similar relating efforts, and scene of a 

larger cultural, social dialogue helping 

integrate people of different needs in 

the society.

Activity: sensitisation, art 

therapy

Need: dissemination, 

communication, fund raising, 

training 

Cirko Film - Másképp 

Alapítvány 

foundation 1055 Budapest, Balassi 

Bálint u. 15-17.

cirkofilm@cirkofil

m.hu

36 1 269 19 15 https://cirkofilm.hu/ - film theater - non-profit foundation 

- one of the smallest cinemas in Europe 

- distributing high quality European and 

Hungarian films 

- 50.000 visitors / yr

- focus on human rights, sensitization

Járókelő Közhasznú 

Egyesület 

assocation Hungary, 1052 Budapest, 

Semmelweis utca 9. 3. 

em. 8/a. 

Lukacs Mate, 

lukacs.mate@jar

okelo.hu

36 70 633 9903 www.jarokelo.hu EN: "passenger" 

- communication platform between people 

and municipalities 

volunteer team 

- receive reports of publis issues, forward 

them to the authorities, then publish the 

answer/solution

- need: co-finance the operation, community 

building 

- community building 

- voluntary city development 

Wekerlei Társaskör 

Egyesület 

assocation 1192 Budapest, Kós 

Károly tér 10.

postalada@weke

rletelep.hu

36 1 280 01 14 www.wekerletelep.hu - Budapest, District 19 

- >300 volunteers 

- organize local programs

- Wekerle Small Market - surplus food, 

trainings, collect food donations, charity fairs, 

bag&box communities 

- community building activity 

- social support for people in a difficult 

life situation 

- support for families, single parents, 

children 

- food donations

- help in online activity, website 

development, strenghten the 

online presence 

Civil Centrum Közhasznú 

Alapítvány

Civil Centrum Public 

Benefit Foundation 

foundation 8000 Székesfehérvár, 

Jancsár utca 25.

iroda.civilcentru

m@gmail.com

civilcentrum@gm

ail.com

dorka.civilcentru

m@gmail.com

eszter.civilcentru

m@gmail.com

Judit Farnady, +36 30 

270 4521

Dorotty Kontó, 

coordinator, +36 30 

458 7207

Eszter Szonja Horváth, 

counsellor, +36 30 458 

7207

http://civilcentrum.hu/in-

english/

- helps other organizations with organization 

development work 

- the goal is to strengthen the operation and 

to increase the efficiency of Hungarian NPOs 

in order to have their social responsibility 

grow

- to help newly formed NPOs in the starting of 

their activities 

- counselling, complex organisation 

development, trainings, canvas business 

model, social enterprise development, 

screening and development using a 

sustainability focused method 

- services for employers who employ people 

with disabilities; services for local 

governments: drawing up strategies involving 

the third sector; etc. 

- Circle of Chance: started a network of 

organisations in the country who work 

for disability related causes, to 

strengthen their cooperation and their 

advocacy skills

- Hungarian Civil Roundtable: 4 

Hungarian NGO development 

organisations created this to research 

the financial sustainability of 

organisations with social goals, to 

develop a sustainability and impact 

based development methodology

- capacity building in the 

following areas: 

- improving the quality of life of 

people with disabilities

- support people with 

disabilities for having access to 

cultural and gastronomic events

Metamorfózis Egyesület assocation Hungary, 1104 Budapest, 

Madi utca 125/ C. II/7.

Morfozismeta@g

mail.com

(Contact: Biro Eva 

Gabriella) 

http://morphosismeta.blo

gspot.com/

- theater performance, acting and self-

education courses (regional + international), 

organizing art camps, youth exchange 

programs 

- personality development training 

- psychological counselling (integrative 

psychotherapy)

- focus: young adults 

http://artman.hu/en/kik-vagyunk/rolunk/
http://morphosismeta.blogspot.com/
http://www.wekerletelep.hu/
http://www.jarokelo.hu/
http://civilcentrum.hu/in-english/
http://civilcentrum.hu/in-english/
http://artman.hu/en/kik-vagyunk/rolunk/
https://cirkofilm.hu/
http://morphosismeta.blogspot.com/


Menhely Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1082 Budapest, 

Vajdahunyad 3.

Aknai Zoltan

aknai.zoltan@me

nhely.hu

Primuszné Sára 

Réka, contact 

point,

alapitvany@men

hely.hu

Aknai Zoltan, 36 1 266 

19 01 

Primuszne Sara Reka, 

36 20 332 44 68

http://www.menhely.hu/i

ndex.php/english/our-

mission

- dedicated to helping homeless people 

change their lives for the better, to help them 

in their plight, and to reduce and prevent 

homelessness

- services:  overnight accommodation, 

permanent home, “recovery room” for 

homeless people, Crisis Car service, 

workshops, legal advice, research, food 

distribution, organize cultural and spare-time 

events, exhibitions etc.

- publish the street magazine “Fedél 

Nélkül” (“Without a Roof”) - sold by 

homeless people

- donation, volunteer activity, 

free advertisement space

"Invite our volunteers and social 

workers to your workplace, 

home or school so they can 

raise awareness of the Shelter 

Foundation and the plight of the 

homeless (e.g. First Hand About 

Homelessness programs)"

Otthon Segítünk Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1074 Budapest, 

Szövetség utca 43. I/10

otthonsegitunk@

webdream.hu

36 1 365 1436 

36 20 299 06 72

https://www.otthonsegitu

nk.hu/mit_csinalunk/

- "Mothers' help" service

- provide training: acquiring the skills needed 

for a helping profession - family-oriented 

approach ---> then:  organizers will be 

responsible to build up their own local 

support organization

- focus: mother/father being at home with 

their child/children

- child care, support families

Kék Vonal Gyermekkrízis 

Alapítvány

foundation Hungary, 1364 Budapest, 

PO Box 125.

info@kek-

vonal.hu

36 1 3541029 https://www.kek-

vonal.hu/index.php/en/

- to listen to the children and young people 

and help those of them who are in need

- to reach that adults, as well as professional 

and governmental bodies working with 

children serve the interests of children above 

all other interests

- Missing Children Hotline

- Child Helpline and Internet Safety 

Helpline

- Children's Lawyer

- wide range of services for professionals 

working with children:

- accredited 126-hour training course 

- case discussion, supervision, team 

coaching services for professional staff 
Kontúr Közhasznú 

Egyesület

assocation Hungary, 1106 Budapest, 

Gyakorló u. 17. 4/23

konturegyesulet

@gmail.com

3670 425 3595 https://konturegyesulet.w

eebly.com/

- foundation of social workers, sociologists, 

psychologists and lawyers from one of the 

biggest university in Hungary 

- focus on the highly isolated segregates in 

Budapest (10th district) - Hős utca 

- provide opportunities for useful leisure time 

+ support for disadvantaged children and 

young adults 

- free programs, sport activities, summer 

camp 

- weekly competence and skill development 

sessions 

- social work 

Projects: 

- School Community Service

- Let's Open Hős utca

- Social Circus

- Volunteer Training Program 

- financial support 

- donation (e.g. sport 

equipments, food for trips, bus 

tickets)

- volunteer recruitment

Utcáról Lakásba! Egyesület assocation Hungary, 1082 Budapest, 

Baross utca 112. 1. 

emelet/4.

utcarollakasba@

gmail.com

https://utcarollakasba.hu/ - help the largest possible number or rough 

sleepers to move into affordable rental 

housing

- introduction and promotion of cooperation 

based social work methods

- activity: renovate vacant, run-down 

municipal apartments with the help of 

volunteers, as well as the participation of the 

homeless families who will then be able to 

move into the apartments

- intend to set up a housing management 

agency

- activities: ‘From Huts to Homes’ and 

‘Housing Now!’

https://www.otthonsegitunk.hu/mit_csinalunk/
http://www.menhely.hu/index.php/english/our-mission
http://www.menhely.hu/index.php/english/our-mission
https://konturegyesulet.weebly.com/
https://www.kek-vonal.hu/index.php/en/
https://www.otthonsegitunk.hu/mit_csinalunk/
http://www.menhely.hu/index.php/english/our-mission
https://konturegyesulet.weebly.com/
https://utcarollakasba.hu/
https://www.kek-vonal.hu/index.php/en/


Magyar Élelmiszerbank 

Egyesület

assocation Hungary, 1172 Budapest, 

Lokátor utca 3.

elelmiszerbank@

elelmiszerbank.h

u

36 1 261 3991 https://www.elelmiszerba

nk.hu/en/about_us.html

- to make a link between surplus food and 

people in need in Hungary in order to help 

reduce poverty, hunger and malnutrition

- seek the edible food that can not be 

commercialized for some reason, 

organize the transportation, safe storage 

and distribution of the collected 

resources

- financial support

- support in-kind (accept 

supplies, products) 

- cause related marketing 

(make a donation by involving 

customers/procurers)

- participation in charity run 

- kitcherity (charity cooking)
Bike Maffia Egyesület assocation Hungary, 1086 Budapest, 

Szeszgyár u 6-8. 3./3.

Ágnes Pakot

pluszegyszendvic

s@bikemaffia.co

m

Orsolya Tapasztó 

eloadas@bikema

ffia.com

Dóra Szőke 

dori@etelmentes

- http://bbm.hu/en/ - focusing on helping the homeless and 

families in need

- started with a bicycle-riding group, then: 

charity network consists of more than one 

hundred people

- on a yearly basis, they distribute more than 

a hundred thousand portions of food to 

people in need

- sensitization activities

- Project +1 sandwich 

- School sensitizing programs

- Food saving

- My Budapest Photo Project (for 

homeless people)

- Seeds 4 Hope

Lélekkel Az Egészségért 

Alapítvány

foundation Hungary, 1097 Budapest, 

Tóth Kálmán utca 33. D. 

6./1/a

Szigeti Réka

36 70 265 89 19

 info@lelekkel.hu

36 20 2490 391 http://www.lelekkel.hu/ - health pscychology 

- healthy workplace program

- "Sulinyugi" program

- effective stress management for 

children, teachers and parents 

- existing cooperations

- cooperations with companies: 

Bolkoprint (equipments); Nilfisk, 

Sanofi, Trilak, Dunastyr, E.ON 

Hungária Zrt, MagnetBank

Hintalovon Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1027 Budapest, 

Jurányi utca 1.

info@hintalovon.

hu

- https://hintalovon.hu/en - lawyer services - Child Rights Foundation

- to contribute to the fullest possible 

realization of children’s rights in Hungary

Belvárosi Tanoda 

Alapítvány

foundation Hungary, 1053 Budapest, 

Henszlmann I. u. 7.

? 36 1 789 8867 http://beltanoda.hu/eng/i

ndex.html

- education - to give an aid for lost students asking 

for help, who dropped out from 

secondary schools, fight with serious 

problems with regard to solving life 

problems, finishing high school and 

taking the final exams

Studium Generale 

Alapítvány

foundation Hungary, 1093 Budapest, 

Fővám tér 8., fszt. 15.

info@studiumge

nerale.hu

36 1 482 5172 https://www.studiumgen

erale.net/

- education

- book selling

- Corvinus University's students 

- work together > prepare students for 

graduation 

- voluntary basis, free services 

- provide opportunity for everybody to 

enter the higher education 

SOS-Gyermekfalu 

Magyarországi Alapítványa

foundation 1094 Budapest, Angyal 

utca 1-3.

adomanyinfo@so

s.hu 

36 1 301 3160 https://www.sos.hu/ - alternative care, strenghthen families, 

advocacy (children's rights, youth 

participation), teach&train (child centred 

education, youth employability, ICT4D), 

emergencies (protecting children in 

emergencies)

- mission: to protect and care for 

children who have lost parental care, or 

who stand at risk of losing it

- partnership with companies 

(with several stages of 

partnership categories): 

Marriott, C&A, AKA M5 

Motorway, Prima Energia, Dr. 

Oetker, Observer, Deloitte, 

MVM Partner, Linde, Morgan 

Stanley, BorgWarner, Hotel 

Azur, Mellow Mood Hotels, Digi, 

https://www.elelmiszerbank.hu/en/about_us.html
http://beltanoda.hu/eng/index.html
http://bbm.hu/en/
http://www.lelekkel.hu/
https://hintalovon.hu/en
http://beltanoda.hu/eng/index.html
https://www.sos.hu/
https://www.elelmiszerbank.hu/en/about_us.html
https://www.studiumgenerale.net/
https://www.studiumgenerale.net/


Erdőmentők Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1046 Budapest, 

Nádasdy Kálmán u. 25.

budapest@erdo

mentok.hu

kapcsolat@erdo

mentok.hu  

36 20 252 0928 http://erdomentok.hu/ - protect forests and wildlife, to restore 

damage, rehabilitation 

- education about forest ecosystem 

- scientific research 

- organizing awareness raising and forest-

friendly programs 

- lobby, propaganda 

- carrying out laboratory tests and other 

measurements/monitoring 

- volunteer training 

- sustainable development / 

environmental protection

- equipment donation (bags, 

gloves, laboratory equipment, 

etc.) 

- food donation for volunteers 

(for rescue days)

- financial support

- adoption program 

Felelős Gasztrohős 

Alapítvány

foundation Hungary, 1111 Budapest, 

Budafoki út 31. 7/2.

gasztrohos@gasz

trohos.hu

36 30 413 73 28 https://gasztrohos.hu - green market and fair, green enterprises 

(environmental friendly products and 

services), plastic free initiatives

- programs, education, volunteering

- teambuilding offer (focus: green solutions)

- corporate services: environmental friendly 

event organization, book selling

- sustainable development 

- school program for healthy lifestyle 

- existing partners: MagnetBank, 

T-Systems, E.ON, Aldi, Okotars 

Para-Fitt Sportegyesület assocation Hungary, 1205 Budapest, 

Nyáry Pál utca 55.

parafitt@gmail.c

om

Gegeny Noemi, 

36 20 514 8496

http://www.para-

fitt.hu/main.html

- for children with intellectual disability 

- sport and leisure activities for ID children 

and youth

- water and swimming therapy 

- individual treatment programmes 

- informal learning opportunities 

- rehabilitation of autistic children 

- organization of competitions 

- cooperation with other NGOs to promote 

the sport activity and integration of people 

with disabilities 

-  providing support to persons with 

disabilities

- sport / active life

SIMPACT Nonprofit Kft. nonprofit Ltd. Hungary, 1023 Budapest 

Frankel Leó út 21-23. I/1

info@simpact.hu Bako Csaba, co-founder

36 30 174 2996 

Nagy Gabor Lajos, co-

founder

36 30 388 4290 

http://simpact.hu/ efficiency development for the non-profit 

sector 

organizing training and conferences for social 

businesses

areas: organization development, HR, IT, 

fundraising, business planning 

- research activity 

- capacity building for NGOs - they connect companies with 

volunteering opportunities

SZOCSOMA foundation ? szocsoma@gmail

.com

Kiss Aniko, 

36 70 503 0210

https://www.facebook.co

m/SZOCSOMA/

https://docs.google.com/

document/d/1UkBOLGeEz

7N2BcFDqbZFwoHycJoYZe

OZSWPfrds8Zss/pub?urp=

gmail_link

- social work 

- support for segregated people / poverty

- organizing (social) fairs 

- social package-sending initiative 

("social parcel movement")

http://www.para-fitt.hu/main.html
http://erdomentok.hu/
http://simpact.hu/
http://www.para-fitt.hu/main.html
https://gasztrohos.hu/


AIESEC Magyar 

Közgazdászhallgatók 

Egyesülete 

assocation Hungary, 1094 Budapest, 

Ferenc krt. 23.

Grigoncza Nora 

nora.grigoncza2

@aiesec.net

06 30 387 0290 https://aiesec.hu/ (AIESEC: world’s largest youth led 

organisation) 

- aim to develop the Hungarian society 

through cross-cultural leadership experiences

- over 250 young talents from Hungary 

- providing volunteer and internship 

opportunities in more than 120 countries

- focus on working with NGOs, schools and 

with the members of the corporate sector in 

order to have impact 

"Our Global Talent product offers companies 

skilled, global talent to fit all hiring needs."

- cross cultural sensitisation

- activating leadership qualities in youth 

(impact focus)

"Our Global Volunteer product for 

organisations brings youth from around 

the world to work on social impact 

projects that contribute towards the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals."

Asimov Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1066 Budapest, 

Teréz krt. 28. 5/3

asimovalapitvany

@gmail.com

? https://asimov-

foundation.org/

- free and effective flow of information / 

transparent and accessible information 

- community-based building and sharing of 

knowledge 

- share the knowledge on methodology (e.g. 

watchdog, atlatszo.hu)

- to broaden the professional horizon in IT, to 

give inspiration and to connect the members 

of the community with each other

- to facilitate genuine dialogue and sharing of 

information and knowledge among 

technologists through their events

- to encourage innovative activities and 

effective professional cooperation among IT 

developer groups

Projects:

Budapest New Technology Meetup

Budapest Science Meetup

Django Girls Budapest

Fight for public data

Jarokelo.hu

Data Change Journalism

Youth Engagement for Conscious 

Citizenship

V 4 paradigm shift in copyright – 

Workshop

Autonómia Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1137 Budapest, 

Pozsonyi út 14. II/9.

autonomia@auto

nomia.hu

36 1 237 6020 http://autonomia.hu - to promote civil society development

- supports civil initiatives in which people 

mobilize the available local resources to 

reach their goals

- partnership with Roma and non-Roma civil 

organizations 

- grant giving activities among marginalized 

people

- training and research

- to facilitate the efficiency of government 

and European programs targeting the 

improvement of labor market conditions of 

Roma and poor

Ongoing programs: 

- Startline -  support for young people 

studying in vocational education; who 

have dropped out of education, early 

school leavers; 

- Roma Civil Monitoring

- Complex social integration programme 

for people living in poor 

neighbourhoods of Dombovar

- HRom - promoting employment on the 

primary labour market, in the private 

sector (the project also supports the 

employer companies in adapting their 

"We offer the following 

opportunities to the employer 

partners of the program:

– Networking, sharing 

opportunities, needs and 

experiences with the other 

target groups of the program 

(schools and youth as potential 

future employees)

– Development of the young 

applicants who are not yet fully 
Hősök tere projekt: Hero 

Fest Nonprofit Kft. 

nonprofit Ltd. ? Orosz Gyorgy, 

https://www.fac

ebook.com/profil

e.php?id=100000

523719734

? https://www.facebook.co

m/hosoktereprojekt/

- main goal: take responsibility for our actions 

- they offer practical knowledge for this 

(trainings, workshops, interactive lectures, 

school programs, personalized company 

trainings, online and offline campaigns, 

challenges, international conferences) 

- training from Heroic Imagination Project / 3 

modules from 6: Growing Mindset, Staring 

Effect, Perception of Others  (Philip Zimbardo, 

HIP: "inspired by the heroic imagination in 

each of us, HIP designs innovative strategies 

by combining psychological research, 

intervention education and social activism to 

create everyday heroes equipped to solve 

local and global problems) 

"building the foundational skills that will 

help us design strategies of diversity 

inclusion, gender equality and cultural 

respect"

https://aiesec.hu/
https://www.facebook.com/hosoktereprojekt/
https://www.facebook.com/hosoktereprojekt/
https://asimov-foundation.org/
https://asimov-foundation.org/
http://autonomia.hu/


Igazgyöngy Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 4100 

Berettyoujfalu, Sinka 

utca 7.

info@igazgyongy

alapitvany.hu

36 54 789 010 https://igazgyongyalapitva

ny.hu/en

- art education (550-600 students yearly, the 

majority of whom are disadvantaged and 

extremely disadvantaged)

- child-centred visual education

- after school activities: Tanoda 

- community development, support children 

coming from extreme poverty (+supporting 

their families and communities)

- job creation and social entrepreneurship: 

providing 5 full-time jobs and more than 30 

part-time jobs in the community of Told

- institutional cooperation 


- support for disadvantaged people / 

extreme poverty

"...we are constantly contacted 

by organizations, universities, 

educational institutions and 

local governments from both 

Hungary and abroad. Possible 

adaptations of our model are 

now being developed, and 

certain elements of our program 

are now being used in 20 other 

settlements. We provide 

material, educational and 

financial support to 

approximately 1200 families per 

year."

Romaversitas Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 1086 Budapest, 

Dankó u. 15.

romaversitas@ro

maversitas.hu

36 30 222 1109 http://romaversitas.hu/en

/

- comprehensive support and training 

program for talented Roma youngsters in 

Hungary

- supported over 300 Roma students 

throughout their academic studies, to 

successfully graduate and become highly 

skilled professionals in their chosen field

- secondary school program

- programs for university students

- support of student initiatives 


Szeretet Alapítvány foundation Hungary, 3532 Miskolc, 

Rácz Ádám utca 35.

szeretet-

alapitvany@chell

o.hu

36 46 531 272 http://szeretet-

alapitvany.hu/rolunk/

- support / caring for disadvantaged people - Charity Foundation for job creation (for 

people with intellectual disabilities) 

http://romaversitas.hu/en/
http://romaversitas.hu/en/
http://szeretet-alapitvany.hu/rolunk/
http://szeretet-alapitvany.hu/rolunk/
https://igazgyongyalapitvany.hu/en
https://igazgyongyalapitvany.hu/en


Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Compagnia Teatro 

dell'Argine C/O ITC Teatro 

Social Cooperative 

Company 

Via Rimembranze 26, San 

Lazzaro 40068 (BO) 

info@teatrodellargine.org 0039 051 6271604 www.itcteatro.it Theatre, entertainments, 

non formal education

- Intercultural project (also at international level); Youth education trough theater; Social Laboratory in distressed urban area

Factory Grisù Micro-business 

Consortium

Via Mario Poledrelli 21, 

44121 - Ferrara

Info@factorygrisu.it 0039 0532 1716651 https://www.factorygrisu.it/ Urban regeneration, arts, 

entertainments

Twenty companies united by the urban regeneration project of the Ferrara Firehouse, a historic building transformed into a 

cultural hub. Factory Grisù is also a stage for theatre, music, conferences and workshops, a point of reference for cultural 

associations, a covered market and coworking.

Spazi indecisi Cultural Association Via Tommaso Galleppini 

16, 47121 Forlì

info@spaziindecisi.it https://www.spaziindecisi.it/ Urban regeneration, arts, 

entertainments, cultural 

events

Spazi Indecisi experiments with enhancement interventions of abandoned places, triggering light and temporary urban 

regeneration processes through different contemporary languages.

Artificerie Almagià Network of Cultural 

Associations

Via dell' Almagià 2, 48122 

Ravenna

citizenkane@fannyalexander.

org

0039 349 776 7662 http://www.almagia.net/almagia/ Theatre, entertainments, 

cultural events

It is an innovative experience of a multidisciplinary Systemic Network that organizes events and workshops for childhood, 

adolescence and adults.

La polveriera Consortium Piazzale Oscar Romero 

1/I, 42122 Reggio Emilia

info@lapolveriera.net 0039 0522 440405 https://lapolveriera.net/ Urban regeneration, 

restaurants, cultural 

events.

Social project of urban regeneration in which: prisoners work on furniture together with expert craftsmen. Trafficked women 

learn to sew under the guidance of fashion designers. Disabled people assemble objects for local companies and work in bars, 

restaurants and shops.

Laminarie C/O DOM La 

cupola del Pilastro

Cultural Association Via Alfredo Panzini 3, 

40127 Bologna

info@laminarie.it 0039 051 6242160 http://www.domlacupoladelpilast

ro.it/

Theatre, entertainments, 

non formal education

Laminarie aim to enter somewhere and try, through the theatrical use of space, to build a place.  They are working with 

childhood in a very serious and intense way, creating a deep relationship with visual arts languages and producing strong and 

contemporary performance where different arts can meet. DOM is a centre dedicated to contemporary arts, directed by 

Laminarie theatre company in partnership with Bologna Municipality.

DOM is a place willing to host new practises and publics, and it is open every day all day long.

DOM is situated in the area of Pilastro, a suburban part of Bologna city with strong interethinical communities. In our everyday 

practice, we have tried to lend an ear to these people’s needing. As a result, the kind of “theatre” we practise has no doubt a 

strong social relationship with local issues, but this relationship is strongly oriented towards a poetic project: a work of art that 

must be both unarmed and constantly willing to listen, and at the same time armed of its artistic strength.

MAP Associazione di 

Promozione Sociale

Social Association / 

social cooperative 

company 

c/o Bar Kinotto, Parco del 

Dopolavoro Ferroviario, 

Via Serlio, 25/2 40128, 

Bologna

anna.romani1985@gmail.c

om

0039 3497173372 https://www.baumhaus.network/ Non formal education; 

community building; 

entrateinment (festival) , 

urban arts

Through Baumaus, a network of different projects, MAP aim to use culture as a tool to open spaces of autonomy in the 

suburbs, to develop critical skills and to imagine and build work and training paths that start from the needs and desires of the 

new generations, creating at the same time work opportunities for culture professionals. Baumaus is a phisical space baumhaus 

25/2, a cultural hub inside the Dopolavoro Ferroviario park in Bologna. In the field of non formal education what MAP does is to 

facilitate the relationship between adolescents, schools, educational institutions and families as fundamental part of the 

community building process. 

SASSISCRITTI Cultural Association Via Borgolungo 10, 

Porretta Terme, 40046, 

Alto Reno terme, 

Bologna. 

sassiscritti@gmail.com 3,93495E+11 http://www.sassiscritti.org/ Cultural activities, cultural 

regeneration

Theatre with migrants and  persons with disabilities; cultural activities in small villages in mountain area of the province of 

Bologna to promote a cultural regeneration based on the community involvment (example: Festival of Poetry, "L'importanza di 

essere piccoli" /"The importance of being small").

GRUPPO ELETTROGENO- 

APS

Association for social 

promotion 

via L. Spada 67, 40129 

Bologna

info@gruppoelettrogeno.org 345.0698252 | 

344.0472609 | 

339.5902036

http://www.gruppoelettrogeno.or

g/

Cultural activities- Social TheaterGruppo Elettrogeno - Aps, was founded in Bologna in September 1999 and since its foundation has been dealing with the 

dissemination of theatrical art through the implementation of training projects, the production of shows and events such as 

festivals and exhibitions. Gruppo Elettrogeno also carries out, in collaboration with Associations, Bodies and Institutions, artistic 

projects and awareness-raising actions on various social issues, aimed at blind and visually impaired people, students, actors, 

operators of various institutions and services in the educational and social field, people that the state of detention or freedom 

has access to alternative measures to detention, to persons benefiting from the suspension of the proceedings with the 

"Probation" and to social workers of bodies / services and associations that collaborate in the various phases of external and 

internal Criminal Execution and in to people interested in these activities.

The association adheres to and participates in the network of Solidarity Theaters promoted by the Metropolitan City of Bologna 

- Minguzzi Institution. The company practices a theater whose peculiarity is to refer to a community of individuals who actively 

participate in a shared narrative, whose actors are "bridge builders". Some projects:  "The Art of Transformation", a theatrical 

path aimed at blind, visually impaired and seeing people; The Blue Flowers Project: music theater, a theatrical and musical path 

aimed at people accessing Alternative Measures for Detention, operators of various institutions and services in the educational 

and social field; "Words born from a dream" theater workshop, aimed at people with autistic disorder or other relationship and 

communication disorders. 

Italy 

DT 112 Database of Social Entrepreneurs

http://www.itcteatro.it/
http://www.domlacupoladelpilastro.it/
mailto:info@laminarie.it
mailto:Info@factorygrisu.it
https://lapolveriera.net/
mailto:info@teatrodellargine.org
https://www.factorygrisu.it/
http://www.almagia.net/almagia/
https://www.baumhaus.network/
https://www.spaziindecisi.it/
http://www.gruppoelettrogeno.org/
mailto:lapolveriera.net@gmail.com
http://www.domlacupoladelpilastro.it/
http://www.gruppoelettrogeno.org/
http://www.sassiscritti.org/


Teatro del Pratello Social Cooperative Via del Pratello, 53, 

Bologna

botteghemoliere@gmail.com 051 558576 https://teatrodelpratello.it/ Social Theater The Teatro del Pratello is a small cooperative founded in December 2007 with the aim of developing and consolidating the 

work started since 1998 by the Bloom Culture Teatri association at the Bologna Minor Penal Institute and in other contexts of 

social conflict. We carry out theatrical projects aimed at adolescence, in particular with minors in charge of juvenile justice 

services, high school students and prison theater projects with adults.

The work of the cooperative is flanked by that of the social promotion association Botteghe Molière, established in 2017 to 

consolidate the experience of an informal group called Botteghe Moliére, born from the theatrical activities of the Teatro del 

Pratello in contexts of social distress and formed year by year by trainee students, volunteers, young actors, seniors, who take 

part in spectacular productions.  The association collaborates with the cooperative on specific projects and takes care of PraT - 

Community Theaters space composed of two halls of 130 and 90 square meters, where activities aimed at minors in charge of 

juvenile justice services are held, but it is also an "open space" for the meeting of new generations, where community theater 

projects, workshops, courses, meetings are carried out .

Association "Senza spine"- 

Mercato Sonato

Cultural Association Via Tartini, 3 Bologna info@senzaspine.com 510561559 http://www.mercatosonato.com/

#about 

http://www.senzaspine.com/

Education (school of music 

and other training such as 

dance and perforing arts in 

general); production; 

concerts, festival and 

various cultural events in 

collaboration with others 

organizations; cafe/bar 

with local products

The Senzaspine Orchestra is an association that today has over 450 musicians under 35, born in 2013 from the idea of two 

friends, the young orchestra conductors. The Sonato Market is the heart of the urban development project of the Senzaspine 

Orchestra in Bologna. It is located inside the ex-street market of the District S.Donato-S.Vitale as a covered square, home and 

primer for the meeting of arts and crafts. Is a place of art and creativity. It is the headquarter of the Senzaspine Orchestra but is 

also a multi-functional center, a meeting place where culture can be shared in all its forms, from classical to electronic music, 

from poetry to contemporary theater, from illustration to video mapping.  Today is the home of the Senzaspine Orchestra and 

a large number of cultural associations, artistic collectives,

sponsors and institutional partners that coexist and cooperate in great synergy, thanks to the support of public and private 

institutions believing in this project, including the City of Bologna, the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism , 

Emilia-Romagna Region and Fondazione Unipolis.

Zoè Association for social 

promotion 

via Ferrarese 251/4

40128  Bologna  (BO)

zoeteatriaps@gmail.com (39) 3311228889 https://zoeaps.wordpress.com/att

ivita/

Social Theater (training, 

services for social inclusion 

trough theater in 

collaboration with public 

institutionsa and private 

bodies)

The purpose of the association is to carry out activities that include the various contemporary theaters of action by promoting, 

training, disseminating and promoting the community, without discrimination of space, time, trends and styles, through 

activities of social solidarity and promotion of physical, mental and social well-being, throughout the territory, national and 

international.Zoè Theaters was founded in 2007 with the intention of bringing theatrical actions to the meeting places.

It does this through three distinct, yet often contaminated forms: Social Theater, Convivial Theater and Theater at Imprint - all 

expressive forms useful for what we call our Cultural Reconstructions.

Diverse-Menti Sociali Association for social 

promotion 

Via Giacomo Matteotti 

65, Reggiolo (RE)

diversementisociali@gmail.co

m

https://diversamentesociali.word

press.com/

Artistic and cultural 

projects to empower 

people who have suffered 

social distress and 

injustices

The "Diverse-Menti sociali" Association is a non-profit organization. Its purpose is to carry out artistic, cultural and social 

integration activities for social utility. It pursues goals of social solidarity, supporting, promoting and informing, offering an 

opportunity for redemption to all those people, (women and men), who had experiences of hardship. Activities: 1) a reference 

point to support women and men who have or have had experiences of social distress and /or injustices in order to make it a 

voice and experiential force; 2) Organize cultural activities, artistic and educational events, study groups, seminars, meetings, 

events, special courses, debates, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, parties, various activities in the fields of culture, 

theater, cinema, literature, music, arts, training in order to raise public awareness on the issues of hardship; 3) Produce and 

disseminate the ideas and aspirations of the Association, through the online newspaper L'INTELLIGENTE, and with any other 

means of dissemination; 4) Collaborate with other non-profit and non-profit organizations that are regularly established, 

existing and operating in the national territory as well as public and private moral and institutional bodies, which share the 

statutory purposes and standards in order to be online for the exchange of information and experiences. 

Amigdala Cultural Association info@ perifericofestival.it  0039 349.7795031 https://amigdalaperiferico.wordpr

ess.com/who-we-are-and-what-

we-do/

Cultural activities with 

attention to social 

innovation; urban, cultural 

and social regeneration 

combine together

Amigdala consists of a multidisciplinary group of young professionals in the fields of contemporary theatre, dance, music, visual 

arts, urban recovery and social innovation.

Amigdala is an association founded in the city of Modena (Italy) in 2005, and is active in the area of contemporary and 

performing arts. The aim of the association is to develop cultural and artistic projects that are closely linked to the urban fabric 

by creating a broad and cross-cutting network of relationships with institutions, other associations and enterprises alongside 

the different branches of the Municipal Administration, while specifically addressing a young audience.

Amigdala has dealt with urban recovery since 2009 through a thorough process of study, research and planning around specific 

buildings of the city. From 2008 Amigdala is responsible for the Periferico festival, supported by Italian Ministry of Culture, 

which takes place every year in a different location. The past six editions of the festival have been organised in work places 

(within the fields of industry, agriculture and manufacture), urban spaces, archival storages, museums, and abandoned public 

buildings, by actualising site-specific art projects which encourage the re-interpretation of these spaces and their particular 

features.

New attention and care are necessary on a continuous basis to ensure that the activities promoted by Amigdala, although 

featured by an itinerant and explorative nature, do not remain scattered events, yet establish roots in the places they pass 

through as a result of the citizens’ involvement and the value given to their skills and stories. Main projects/activiies: 1. 

Periferico Festival is organised each year in a different location, and a peculiar feature of the festival is that it takes place in non-

theatrical and unusual urban spaces of the city, blighted areas or public sites which are not enhanced within the urban 

territory, whose use is discussed and negotiated with public institutions and private citizens, according to the spot selected, 2. 

OvestLab is one of the dismissed workshops of the area of the Villaggio Artigiano in the west side of Modena.

It is an area created in the mid-50s from an audacious political intuition during the socio-economical situation after the Second 

World War. It was the first model of industrial area in Italy: an area that sits in-between the city and the countryside, and that 

ties together life and work, know-how and industry, production chain and local community.

https://zoeaps.wordpress.com/attivita/
https://amigdalaperiferico.wordpress.com/who-we-are-and-what-we-do/
https://zoeaps.wordpress.com/attivita/
https://amigdalaperiferico.wordpress.com/who-we-are-and-what-we-do/
https://teatrodelpratello.it/
https://amigdalaperiferico.wordpress.com/who-we-are-and-what-we-do/
https://diversamentesociali.wordpress.com/
https://diversamentesociali.wordpress.com/


ETA BETA coop. soc. onlus Social Cooperative 

and ONLUS ("Non 

Lucrative 

organization of Social 

Utility)

Via Scipione Dal Ferro, 4 - 

40138 Bologna

Via Battirame, 11 - 40138 

Bologna

info@etabeta.coop tel. / fax 051.63.40.474 https://www.etabeta.coop/ 1. social agriculture ( 

cultivation and selling 

food); 2. Craft workshops 

(production and selling): 

glass, carpentry, ceramics, 

mosaics that feed different 

branches of the 

cooperative. The 

workshops also host 

courses aimed at both 

professional and hobby 

level individuals. 3. Home 

and kitchen: The 

farmhouse has been 

renovated in self-

construction, many 

structures and furnishings 

have been designed and 

built within the same 

We are a mixed non-profit social cooperative A and B that was established in 1992 in the form of an association of artists 

engaged in research and experimentation with materials, with a particular focus on social issues.

Currently we collaborate with public and private bodies for projects aimed at favoring adequate opportunities for socialization 

and social inclusion.

We mainly address people in situations of fragility and social marginality.

Convinced that pluralism and diversity are a resource, over the years we have listened and gathered the needs of people and 

public bodies, together we have explored alternative ways to identify socio-rehabilitative, training and job placement paths, as 

well as placement inside and outside the cooperative.

Alongside the artistic - craft workshops, which have always been the soul of Eta Beta, we have gradually developed a 

completely innovative vision of social entrepreneurship:

the person, necessarily the protagonist, is the bearer of a wealth of values from the cultural, emotional and economic point of 

view.

We have therefore given centrality to work as an essential tool for the dignity of the person; we have created activities that 

respect personal specificities, while being characterized by a broader meaning. They are thus defined in three sectors: 

EDUCATION, HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY.

Open Group Social Cooperative Via Milazzo 30

40121 Bologna

amministrazione@opengroup.

eu

segreteria@pec.opengroup.e

u

amministrazione@pec.opengr

oup.eu

Media relations:

Lucia Manassi tel +39 

3356190230

lucia.manassi@opengroup.eu

051 841206 http://www.opengroup.eu They offer the many 

services in different fields: 

1. Culture: Archives; 

Libraries and catalogs; 

Museums.

2. Social work: Addiction; 

Disability; Integration.

3. Education: Services 0-6; 

Youth; Minors and 

parenthood; Workshops; 

Consultation and training

4. Productive Activities: 

Demetra social bike; 

Elettromeccanica; 

Lavanderia Splendor; 

Multiservices.

5. Media and 

communication: Radio 

Open Group is a new generation social enterprise. Its key words are innovation, crossover and interdisciplinary. We are rooted 

in the Emilia Romagna region of Italy but our perspective is open to a European dimension.

Our cooperative is multi-sector, it operates in the social and educational fields, in the management of cultural assets, as well as 

communication and information. We deal with disability, addiction, integration, emergency housing, homeless education, 

educational support, training, job placement for disadvantaged people.

Open Group works in media and manages Libera Radio, a web radio focusing on anti Mafia topics. Our social enterprise 

combines its know how in the educational field and experience with disabled people with digital development, a feature which, 

together with communication, cuts across all its productive units. Besides its involvement in media, Open Group has an internal 

communication agency of its own, Be Open.

We are a complex organization, the result of a multiplicity of professional knowledge and skill.  This is exactly why we can 

maintain a broad view of current social dynamics and are able to anticipate changes, know how to interpret them and quickly 

seize upon them, with a speed that is the hallmark of our times.

Cefal Emilia Romagna Cooperative  Via Liberazione 6 F/G, 

40128 Bologna (BO)

tel. 

 email info@cefal.it – pec 

cefal@pec.cefal.it

51489611 http://www.cefal.it/ 1. Traing at work 

(vocational training) and 

"Training company", one 

of the first in Italy and still 

today a point of reference 

for anyone who 

approaches this model of 

conjugation between 

education and business, in 

Italy and abroad. The 

training company is a 

company inside the school 

where: the study merges 

with the practice, you 

learn from the experience, 

the teachers are chefs and 

bartenders with many 

years of experience school-

work alternation is 

practiced, you learn to 

manage an activity with 

responsibility and passion 

attention is focused on the 

ethical aspect of economic 

activities.2. Welfare 

services in 5 main macro-

areas: Disability; Penal 

execution; Social 

Our Mission is to value people and promote their well-being, acting on the development of their potential through the tool of 

education and social education, with particular attention to vulnerable and vulnerable subjects and to their full integration and 

social participation. The training provided by CEFAL EMILIA ROMAGNA is oriented to the cultural, moral and psychological 

development of the person and to personal fulfillment through work, understood as an area of individual fulfillment and social 

integration in which each is called to express his own potential.CEFAL EMILIA ROMAGNA pursues the values of Social Economy, 

which considers the Market as a cooperative (and not just a competitive) space where to translate and decline values such as 

trust, reciprocity, mutuality, gratuitousness, the gift, and which considers the worker as an end and not as a means of making a 

profit.

https://www.etabeta.coop/
http://www.cefal.it/
http://www.opengroup.eu/


Mondo Donna Onlus Association and 

ONLUS ( Non 

Lucrative 

Organization of Social 

Utility)

De’ Gombruti, 18 40123 

Bologna

info@mondodonna-onlus.it (+39) 051 230159 http://www.mondodonna-

onlus.it/

Catering "Altre Terre" is an 

ethnic catering that 

combines the high quality 

of the dishes offered, 

coming from all over the 

world, with the 

commitment to value 

foreign women accepted 

by the Mondodonna Onlus 

Association. Catering 

offers job opportunities to 

women on the margins of 

society, asylum seekers, 

victims of violence and 

trafficking by promoting 

social integration; training 

abbout gender violence; 

many services for hosting 

and support women, 

The MondoDonna Association was born about twenty years ago on the initiative of a group of women, of foreign and Italian 

origin, with the aim of creating reception services for immigrant women.The MondoDonna Onlus Association believes that all 

people, of any, gender, race, belonging and social status, have equal dignity and equal rights. Main projects and activities: 1. 

Women's shelter (houses and communities): the communities welcome Italian and foreign "mother-child" with the aim of 

guaranteeing the protection of the children involved, ensuring them a safe and welcoming place to grow; The shelters are 

aimed at migrants, women, men and minors, requesting international protection, with the aim of creating a structured project 

for integration and inclusion in the social and territorial context; The lodgings welcome single women or those with dependent 

children, leaving homes and welcoming communities with the aim of creating paths of accompaniment to increasing forms of 

autonomy."2.Projects: "CHIAMA chiAMA" listening door ( Listening point managed by the Association active three days a week 

to assist women who have suffered or are suffering violence ); Mobile Team - Home Educational; "Over the road" project 

(taking charge of Italian and foreign victims of trafficking and serious exploitation); Projects dedicated to minors; Job placement 

projects; European Daphne-Addressing Sexual Violence Against Refugee Women Project (ASVARW).

CIDAS Social Cooperative CIDAS 

Via Bologna, 389 – 44124 

Ferrara

ufficio.segreteria@cidas.coop

cidas@pec.it

0532 861597 0532 861597 https://www.cidas.coop/ Services in 5 main areas: 

socal inclusion; health and 

social services; 

education;job placement 

of disadvantaged people; 

manage ambulance 

CIDAS is a Type A and B Social Cooperative that operates in the field of personal services. It provides social and health services 

for elderly and disabled people, educational activities for children and adolescents, provides medical transport, manages 

services aimed at welcoming and integrating migrants, and deals with social mediation and work inclusion. It is present in 

Emilia-Romagna, Lombardy, Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia.

Camilla Coop. Social Cooperative Sede: v. Vincenzo 

Casciarolo 8/D, 40127 

Bologna

info@camilla.coop , 

soci@camilla.coop, 

amministrazione@camilla.coo

p

https://camilla.coop/ Community store Camilla is a place of self-organization: we intend to concretely practice new models of social economy and create a space 

where relationships are real, where there is no conflict of interest between production and consumption, but real collaboration 

between people.Camilla is a cooperative whose partners and members are not just customers, but also owners and managers, 

as they participate directly in the economic and cultural life of the store. Every four weeks each member devotes 2 hours and 

45 minutes of his time to the management of the store.

PORTO 15 Association for social 

promotion 

Via del Porto 15, Bologna federico.prammas@gmail.co

m

3294246549 www.porto15.it Social co-housing; sharing 

spaces for civic and 

cultural initiatives

The Porto 15 Association is directly committed and empowered in accompanying the creation, consolidation and start-up of 

the first public co-housing in Italy, located in the homonymous street in Bologna. The Porto 15 co-housing is an experiment of 

integration and inclusion. Since August 2017, with the support of professional video makers, he has been making a first 

participatory evaluation documentary of the experiment, which can be used to spread the cohabitation model, and he is 

currently working on the realization of an opening event in the neighborhood, also aimed at creating a network of associations 

engaged in the city in the processes of re-appropriation, regeneration and care of urban commons and shared spaces. Since 1 

June the association is carrying out the project “Porto 15: promotion of a new model of social housing through supporting 

young people's housing autonomy", with funding from the Fondazione del Monte in Bologna and in collaboration with ASP 

Città di Bologna (owner of the building and co-promoter of the cohabitative project together with the Municipality of Bologna). 

MET Cantieri Meticci

Civic Association for 

Social Promotion. 

Theatre company

 Via Massimo Gorki, 6, 

40128 Bologna 
info@cantierimeticci.it https://www.cantierimeticci.it/ Theatre, Art, People

Cantieri Meticci (Mestizo Yards) is a theatre company that brings together artists from over 20 different countries and is 

composed of an extreme heterogeneity of people - refugees, migrants, young artists, citizen activists, students and university 

researchers, teachers, musicians - working together with the aim of enhancing their diversity and interpreting social changes 

artistically. Cantieri Meticci carries out a research that is expressed, on the one hand, through the realization of theatrical 

performances, on the other hand through projects that aim to transform the places of reception into places of art and cultural 

exchange between migrants and citizens. They work mainly in the suburbs and in the urban areas experiencing situations of 

social and cultural marginality, with interventions that aim to activate virtuous paths of community creation and interest for 

cultural activities in places not traditionally dedicated to cultural enjoyment.

Cassero LGBT Centre Civic Association for Via Don Minzoni 18 – info@cassero.it https://www.cassero.it/ Culture, social, political "Il Cassero" LGBT Center is the provincial Arcigay committee of Bologna, a political club committed to the recognition of the 

La Fattoria di Masaniello

The brand “Ethic 

Restaurant Pizzeria 

Masaniello” is 

managed by the 

social cooperative La 

Formica.

VIA Pirandello, 6 - 40127 - 

 BOLOGNA 
info@lafattoriadimasaniello.it

http://www.lafattoriadimasaniello

.it/
Food and Social

Ethic Restaurant Pizzeria Masaniello is a project born from the experience of the "ioLotto" (I fight) Committee and the Circolo 

"La Fattoria" (The Farm).

 As a social cooperative, it deals with the integration of persons belonging to protected categories. The philosophy is that the 

restaurant business is not the primary purpose but a pretext to demonstrate that social economy is possible, a place in which 

to promote critical and conscious consumption.

http://www.mondodonna-onlus.it/
http://www.lafattoriadimasaniello.it/
https://www.cassero.it/
https://www.cidas.coop/
https://camilla.coop/
https://www.cantierimeticci.it/
http://www.mondodonna-onlus.it/
http://www.lafattoriadimasaniello.it/


Mercato Ritrovato Civic Association Bologna mercatoritrovato@gmail.com

https://mercatoritrovato.it/www.f

acebook.com/pg/mercatoritrovat

o/

Agricolture, Food and Social

Mercato Ritrovato (Market rediscovered) is a farmer’s market in front of the Cineteca di Bologna, where local producers sell 

directly, at fair prices, quality seasonal products per kilometer zero.

 Vegetables and fruit, bread and biscuits, milk and yoghurt, eggs and meats, cheeses and cold meats, wines and beers, honey 

and jams, flowers and fresh pasta, Adriatic fish and Prèsidi Slow Food: coffee from the Terre Alte di huehuetenango, Mortadella 

Classica and Vacca Bianca modenese.

 At the Market found it is possible to shop for farmers, taste their street food, and participate in tasting workshops, cooking 

classes, live concerts, and other initiatives. There is a space where even the smallest children can play.

T.T.T. Tierra Techo Trabajo
Civic Association for 

Social Promotion

vicolo Finazzi, 42, 

Agrigento, 92100

tttagrigento.ita@actionaid.or

g / 

tttprojectoffice1@gmail.com

https://m.facebook.com/ttt.aps/ Social promotion

TTT works in the disadvantaged social and economic tissue of its community with initiatives aimed at building new forms of 

social and political culture. Through public funding, they are engaged in training and promoting social and working skills among 

young people living in disadvantaged neighbourhoods, environmental awareness activities and the preservation of abandoned 

and degraded green areas. They cooperate with other associations in building environmental, social and human rights actions 

of citizens and migrants, fighting the marginalities that benefit mafias.

https://dynamo.bo.it

La Velostazione is an idea of the association Salvaiciclisti-Bologna. In 2012 a group of young people, inspired by the birth of the 

national movement #salvaiciclisti, founded Salvaiciclisti-Bologna. The group, engaged in the public debate on urban mobility on 

social media and newspapers, is also dedicated to communication campaigns, events promoting and defending urban cycling.

 From the need for a guarded parking for bikes in the station area, comes the idea of a place that combines services to cyclists, 

sociality, culture and dissemination.

https://dynamo.bo.it/arrivahandy

amo-servizi-turismo-accessibile-

alla-velostazione-dynamo/

The project “Handyamo”, promoted by Dynamo and two other Bologna’s associations, provides for the activation of services in 

favour of the tourist mobility of disabled people with electric vehicles rented at the same price as an electric bike. At the 

Velostazione there is a rental point for the urban mobility of people with disabilities, recharge electric batteries and mechanical 

maintenance service for wheelchairs. The aids is available to supplement the traditional bicycle rental service to allow 

everyone the opportunity to visit Bologna.

Appennino Slow
Mixed private public 

consortium

Via del Poggio, 30 - 

40050 Loiano (Bologna - 

Italy)

info@appenninoslow.it https://www.appenninoslow.it/ Slow sustainable tourism

Appennino Slow is a mixed private public consortium operating mainly on the Tuscan-Emilian ridge in the slow and sustainable 

tourism sector. It’s also an online travel agency. They deal with territorial marketing promotions and tourist packages with 

"slow" proposals aimed at services for slow tourism, trekking and mountain biking. They also run local tourist information 

offices.

ARCI Bologna
Civic Association for 

Social Promotion

Association ARCI Bologna

 Via Emilio Zago 2, 40128 

Bologna

bologna@arci.it http://www.arcibologna.it/ Equality and solidarity

Arci is a great Italian cultural and social promotion association. Born in Florence in 1957, he has always worked for the 

consolidation of constitutional values, today he represents hundreds of thousands of members and many associations, clubs, 

houses of the people, mutual aid companies throughout Italy. It is active for freedom of association and in the democratic self-

organization of individuals, to promote peace, rights, equality, solidarity, free access to culture, social justice and democratic 

values.

Arvaia

Agricultural 

cooperative of 

citizens

Via Olmetola, 16, 40132 

Borgo Panigale, Bologna 

BO Italy

info@arvaia.it http://www.arvaia.it
Agricoltura biologica di 

comunità

Arvaia is a cooperative of citizens, producers, growers born in 2013 in Bologna, which manages 47 hectares of agricultural land 

owned by the Municipality of Bologna. Arvaia is a Community that supports agriculture, which produces and distributes organic 

agricultural products to members every week. Its objectives are: to produce in a biological way with a shared sharing of 

production costs; to reduce the ecological footprint with agro-ecology; to welcome and include members.

LA CITTÀ VERDE (The 

Green City)

Limited liability Social 

Cooperative

Via Mascarino 14/A 

40066 Pieve di Cento (Bo)
info@lacittaverde.coop 0039 (051) 975450 https://lacittaverde.coop/ Social service cooperative

The cooperative’s mission is to build and develop the common good by providing services and quality products at fair prices in 

the field of green care, waste management and recovery, the installation and maintenance of urban furniture and social 

agriculture while creating opportunities for work, employment, sociality and integration especially for people in difficulty. 

Particular attention is paid to innovation, through constant training, the study of alternative solutions to problems, in such a 

way as to provide services and products which contribute to the improvement of the well-being of citizens and which respect 

the environment and the health of workers.

Dynamo - La velostazione 

di Bologna
L.L. Cooperative

Via Indipendenza 71/Z, 

40121, Bologna
info@dynamo.bo.it Soft urban mobility

http://www.arvaia.it/
https://dynamo.bo.it/
https://lacittaverde.coop/
https://m.facebook.com/ttt.aps/
https://dynamo.bo.it/arrivahandyamo-servizi-turismo-accessibile-alla-velostazione-dynamo/
https://mercatoritrovato.it/www.facebook.com/pg/mercatoritrovato/
https://mercatoritrovato.it/www.facebook.com/pg/mercatoritrovato/
https://www.appenninoslow.it/
https://mercatoritrovato.it/www.facebook.com/pg/mercatoritrovato/
https://dynamo.bo.it/arrivahandyamo-servizi-turismo-accessibile-alla-velostazione-dynamo/
http://www.arcibologna.it/
https://dynamo.bo.it/arrivahandyamo-servizi-turismo-accessibile-alla-velostazione-dynamo/


Piazza Grande and "Amici 

di Piazza Grande"

Social cooperative 

and association

Via Stalingrado 97/2 – 

40128 Bologna
http://www.piazzagrande.it/

Piazza Grandesocial cooperative has been working in Bologna for more than 20 years actively supporting the fight against 

poverty and marginalisation and promoting pathways to social and working reintegration of homeless people.

L'Ovile
Cooperative of Social 

Solidarity

Largo M.Gerra, 1 – 42124 

Reggio Emilia
https://www.ovile.coop/ Fragility and disadvantage

They work for the reception, employment integration, rehabilitation for people in need as certified disadvantaged and people 

in a situation of disadvantage and fragility. Promote individual skills and social integration through the provision of services, 

personal care, entrepreneurial activities and the development of active labour policies, raising awareness of the community to 

create, through education, an environment favourable to social inclusion and to combat social exclusion.

LEILA - La biblioteca degli 

oggetti (The library of 

objects)

Association

Via dell'Indipendenza, 

71/z, 40121 Bologna BO

 Telefono: 340 156 8015

info@leila-bologna.it https://leila-bologna.it/
Promote the culture of 

sharing

Leila has created “libraries that house objects". Thanks to this simple idea they are able to act concretely every day on current 

issues such as: economy - sharing means that each object is fully used. Just think that a drill is employed on average only 7 

minutes compared to its possibilities. This also means economic savings: I avoid buying a product that will not be used for most 

of the time. Ecology - if I purchase only what I really need, I avoid producing pollution due to the subsequent disposal of that 

product, as well as lengthening the life of using’ the object itself. Culture - sharing fosters the exercise of trust. The reflection 

on the idea of possession in favor of the use, helps to restore a value to the objects and relationships that arise from it.

CONSORZIO IMPRONTE 

SOCIALI

Social cooperative 

society

Via Conca, 75 – 44123 

Malborghetto di Boara 

(FE)

info@improntesociali.coop 0532/1940155 http://www.improntesociali.coop/
Job placement 

disadvantaged people

The Consortium was founded in January 2005, uniting a group of social cooperatives for work integration. The aim of the 

Consortium is to promote the activities of its subsidiaries, to facilitate internal contacts and with interested parties, develop 

transversal projects and create the best conditions for the Cooperatives to include disadvantaged persons within the meaning 

of art. Article 4 of Law 381/91.

Solco Imola
Group of 

Cooperatives

Via Villa Clelia 76 – 40026 

Imola (BO)
solco@solcoimola.it 0542 1941100 http://www.solcoimola.it/ Social services

The Imola Cooperative Group consists of three cooperatives: SolcoProssimo, which has brought together all the specific 

activities of the social and family support chain, SolcoSalute, specializing in providing health care services, social and health 

care, education and rehabilitation, and SolcoTalenti, which brings together the skills and professionalism related to the area of 

work integration of disadvantaged people.

Social chic - project of 

Mondo Donna Onlus

Project of an 

Association

Atelier: Via G.C.Abba, 

26/A - 40141 Bologna
info@socialchic.it http://www.socialchic.it/ Fashion and social

Social Chic- dressmaking is a solidarity project made from MondoDonna Onlus, an association that for twenty years has 

welcomed people in difficulty, especially women, mothers and migrants. The workshop is located in the spaces of the Case 

zanardi project, promoted by the Municipality of Bologna and the Institution for Social Inclusion Don Paolo Serra Zanetti. In the 

Social Chic atelier, professionals from Made in Italy work together with tailors and artisans from all over the world, combining 

their creativity and skills to create high quality tailoring garments. In addition to signing its original collection, Social Chic 

creates ethical tailoring projects on behalf of private and institutional partners, designs and produces garments and costumes 

on commission, organizes fashion shows and events.

Etabeta
Non profit social 

cooperative

Via Scipione Dal Ferro, 4 - 

40138 Bologna
info@etabeta.coop 051.63.40.474 https://www.etabeta.coop/

Education, Health, 

Sustainability

The cooperative was founded in 1992 as an association between artists engaged in the research and experimentation of 

materials, with particular attention to social issues. In addition to the artisanal art workshops, always the soul of Beta, they 

gradually developed a completely innovative vision of social entrepreneurship: the person, necessarily the protagonist, is the 

bearer of a wealth of cultural, emotional and economic values. The centrality is given to work as an essential tool for the dignity 

of the person, through activities that respect personal specificities.

Società Dolce Social Cooperative
Via Cristina da Pizzano, n° 

5 | 40133 Bologna
info@societadolce.it 051 6441211 https://www.societadolce.it/ Social services

Società Dolce is a social cooperative founded in 1988, which operates in the areas of children, the elderly, minors, disability, 

fragility and health services.

https://www.ovile.coop/
https://leila-bologna.it/
http://www.piazzagrande.it/
https://www.etabeta.coop/
https://www.societadolce.it/
http://www.solcoimola.it/
http://www.improntesociali.coop/
http://www.socialchic.it/


Cadiai Social Cooperative
Via Bovi Campeggi 2/4E | 

40131 Bologna
info@cadiai.it 0039 051 5283511 https://www.cadiai.it/ Social services

CADIAI is a Social Cooperative registered in the Register of non-profit organizations, which provides social-health and 

educational services to people and also provides health surveillance services, and safety training for companies. Founded in 

Bologna in 1974, it operates mainly in the province of Bologna, preferring actions in partnership with the different local 

communities, convinced that dialogue and the exchange of ideas between the different actors are the right way to address 

social and economic issues.

Open Group Social Cooperative
Via Milazzo 30

 40121 Bologna

amministrazione@opengroup.

eu
0039 051841206 http://www.opengroup.eu/ Culture and inclusion

Open Group is a new generation social enterprise that combines culture and inclusion, fragility and empowerment, innovation 

and communication. Is an aggregated platform for the provision of services to communities, people and businesses. It is a multi-

sector cooperative that operates in the social and educational field, in the management of cultural heritage, as well as in 

communication and information. It deals with disability, dependencies, integration, housing emergencies, street education, 

school support, training, employment of disadvantaged people. It combines its knowledge (from the educational field to the 

experience with people with disabilities) with the development of digital technology, one of the cross-cutting themes for all 

production units together with communication. Open Group counts on an internal communication agency.

Cartiera Social Enterprise
Via Lama di Reno, 40043

 Marzabotto (Bologna)
https://www.coopcartiera.it/ Ethic fashion

Cartiera is a social cooperative that produces leather and fabric accessories.

 Cartiera is an ethical fashion company that gives concrete answers to the challenges of our time: the creation of new 

employment opportunities, the economic integration of migrants and asylum seekers, the rediscovery of skilled craft skills, the 

restocking of former industrial areas, the recovery of raw materials otherwise destined for disposal, the low environmental 

impact of production. The value of Made in Italy proposed by the paper is in the ethical value kept in the folds of his creations.

Agriverde
Limited liability Social 

cooperative

Via Salarolo, 2/D | 40068 

San Lazzaro di Savena 

(BO)

info@coopagriverde.it 051 625 1314 http://www.coopagriverde.it/ Organic farming

Agriverde is a Social Cooperative active in Bologna territory since 1986. It aims to combine the objectives of a company with 

those of social solidarity by investing profits in pathways of employment (both internal and external to the cooperative) 

addressed to people with different types of disadvantages. It operates in the urban green, gardening and organic farming 

sectors.

Fairbnb - Community 

powered tourism
Cooperative info@fairbnb.coop https://fairbnb.coop/it/ Local economy

Fairbnb is a tourist accommodation booking platform

 which donates 50% of its revenues to community projects such as social housing, community gardens, restoration projects and 

much more. Its founding principles are: data transparency, value for residents, democracy, true home sharing.

Mercato Sonato
Project of associative 

and public partners

Via Tartini 3 – 40127 

Bologna

segreteria@mercatosonato.co

m
http://www.mercatosonato.com/

Music and Urban 

regeneration

Mercato sonato is the former Bologna district market that the Senzaspine Orchestra, in collaboration with the Municipality and 

the District of San Donato – San Vitale, has transformed into a unique urban theatre in Europe. In line with the urban and 

cultural redevelopment project promoted and signed, the entire artistic programming of concerts and dj sets of the Sound 

Market, provides a billboard where intercultural dialogue is central, the social commitment, the relationship with the 

neighborhood and the moments of encounter and exchange between different arts and musical genres, from ska to soul, from 

reggae to funk and up to the electronics. Mercato sonato is a project of Senzaspine Association, with the support of Ministry of 

Cultural Heritage and Activities, Emilia-Romagna Region, Municipality of Bologna, San Donato-San Vitale District, ARCI Bologna, 

Fondazione Del Monte di Bologna e Ravenna, Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Bologna, Funder35; with the contribution of 

Borsari Strumenti Musicali and Argenteria Corradini.

Il Martin Pescatore
Social non profit 

cooperative

Via B. Bonfiglioli, 13 – 

40050 Monte San Pietro 

(BO)

info@ilmartinpescatore.org 051 / 67 61 870 http://ilmartinpescatore.org/ Social inclusion

Martin Pescatore was born in 1990 with the intent of creating a place where it is possible to recover or acquire a working 

capacity in a supported environment and in close collaboration with the Department of Mental Health of Bologna. The 

cooperative welcomes people with residual psycho-social vulnerabilities related to psychiatric problems, pathological 

addictions and complex family dynamics: the organized relational context favors the exchange, cooperation, development, 

improvement of autonomy and mutual acceptance: all this aimed at reducing-resolution of discomfort, self-determination and 

social inclusion.

https://www.coopcartiera.it/
http://www.coopagriverde.it/
https://fairbnb.coop/it/
http://www.mercatosonato.com/
https://www.cadiai.it/
http://www.opengroup.eu/
http://ilmartinpescatore.org/


Copaps - Cooperativa per 

Attività Produttive e Sociali 

(Cooperative for 

Production and Social 

Activities)

Social and 

agricultural 

cooperative

Via Maranina 36, Sasso 

Marconi (Bo)
info@copaps.it 051 845406 https://www.copaps.it/ Social agricolture

Copaps is an agricultural and social cooperative that has been operating on the territory of Bologna for 40 years, considered 

among the pioneers of social agriculture in Italy. The mission is to realize the inclusion of people in difficulty through 

personalized pathways, using work as a source of well-being and as a means of social inclusion, in the frame of an agricultural 

environment attentive to sustainability and in a relational context that creates self-esteem and integration. It also makes itself 

available to the territory to develop a shared community welfare”. They are responsible, in subsidiary collaboration with public 

bodies, for the management of educational services, training and transition paths to work, and sheltered workshops. They work 

in the guided employment of disadvantaged persons in various fields: agriculture (organic agricultural and floricultural 

productions, direct sale of the same productions), agritourism restaurant, maintenance of the green, management of 

environmental services, workshop of social carpentry.

https://www.copaps.it/


Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Fundacja Naukowa 

Twórcze Myślenie 

social 

cooperation

Ul. Mariana 

Raciborskiego 16/52; 

Kielce biuro@planetaziemia.com 515 918 410 www.planetaziemia.com Non - formal education for children 

Employment of persons with disabilities; all 

profits of the company are allocated for 

further educational activities

Stowarzyszenie Nadzieja 

Rodzinie 

cooperative  

company

ul. Karczówkowska 36;25-

711 Kielce

sekretariat@nadziejarodzinie.

org.pl 41 36 69 404

http://stowarzyszenie.na

dziejarodzinie.org.pl

Laudry services, catering, 

handicraft, hostel for people with 

alcohol and drags addictions, day-

care center for children

creates jobs for people disadvantaged in the 

labor market; help people with addictions re-

enter the labor market; give opportunietes 

for youngest to develop interests

ZHP Chorągiew Kielecka; 

Hufiec Kielce – Miasto civic association

ul.Planty 16a, 25-502 

Kielce kielcemiasto@zhp.pl 41 344-54-62

http://kielcemiasto.kielec

ka.zhp.pl

scouting; education and upbringing 

young people non-profit environmental protection activities

Stowarzyszenie  Fraktal 

non-profit 

association

ul.Henryka Sienkiewicza 

7, 25-351 Kielce pierwsza.pomoc@2com.pl 790 368 536

http://www.ratownik.org.

pl

Non-profit association has been 

teaching first -aid since 2006 and 

promotes public zccess to 

defibrillation.

through their actions they increase the 

number of people who can provide first 

aid in a life-threatening situation

Stowarzyszenie Aktywności 

Zawodowej "PASSA" 

non-profit 

association ul. Wspólna 1/5  Kielce kbanasik.passa@o2.pl 508 803 111

www.stowarzyszeniepas

sa.pl

Non -profit association teaching 

personal and public- security 

 they provide professional self-defence 

classes for  woman,children .

Stowarzyszenie Integracja 

Europa-Wschód

non-profit 

association

ul. Sienkiewicz 65, 25-002 

Kielce kontakt@siew.org.pl 796 548 507 www.siew.org.pl

Help integration of foreigners  in 

Poland., teaching polish language, 

legal services, 

Being support for the development of 

democracy in Ukraine

Fundacja na rzecz promocji 

sportu osób 

niepełnosprawnych 

MEGAMOCNI

non-profit 

association ul. Staszica 4/1 Kielce 505 177 726

Sport promotion for  disabled 

people. 

Football training for disabled people help 

them integrate with the sociaty 

Stowarzyszenie Działań 

Twórczych i Rozwoju 

NAWIGACJA

non-profit 

association ul .Łazy 33 Kielce stowarzyszenie.nawigacja@gmail.com609 529 880

https://nawigacjastow.wi

xsite.com

Activities for the social integration 

of people with disabilities and 

people at risk of social exclusion

Activities for the social integration of people 

with disabilities and people at risk of social 

exclusion

Stowarzyszenie WIZJONER

non-profit 

association

Plac Niepodległości 1A, 

Kielce

stowarzyszenie.wizjoner@one

t.eu 663 191 444 

https://www.facebook.co

m/wizjonerstowarzyszeni

e/

 activities connecting with art  

(exhibitions, competitions, 

workshops, handicraft courses, 

lectures on art history and 

contemporary art, meetings with 

artists)

supporting  talented youth people who are  

 at highly risk of social exclusion, 

conducting art therapy classes

Fundacja VIVE serce 

dzieciom

non-profit 

association

Fundacja VIVE Serce 

Dzieciom,ul. Karola 

Olszewskiego 6,25-663 

Kielce fundacja@vive.com.pl 660663695

https://www.fundacjavive

.org/

caring for the natural environment 

by recycling materials

helping children to achieve their goals in  

sport, education. 

świętokrzyskie 

stowarzyszenie bilardowe civic association

25-528 Kielce, ul. 

Zagnańska 84a redakcja@bilard.kielce.pl 608-368-683

http://www.bilard.kielce.p

l/

billiard promotion to become an 

Olympic discipline; Polish 

champions sports club in billiards conducting billiard training for children

Fundacja PESTKA 

non-profit 

association

ul. Targowa 18 pok 925 

Kielce 25-520 biuro@fundacjapestka.pl 413417496 https://fundacjapestka.pl/ social economy

They  provide youth with space to create 

ideas and identify socially important 

problems. They  indicate innovative and 

effective methods for solving them

Stowarzyszenie Edukacja 

przez Internet. civic association Kielce ul. Olszewskiego 6 kielce@sektor3-0.pl 508366116

https://www.epi.org.pl/ 

;www.techklub.pl internet and new technologies

a series of regular meetings in a subject of 

new technologies for ngo, representatives of 

local business, local government and the 

world of science.

Poland 

DT 112 Database of Social Entrepreneurs

https://fundacjapestka.pl/
http://www.stowarzyszeniepassa.pl/
http://www.siew.org.pl/
http://www.stowarzyszeniepassa.pl/
http://kielcemiasto.kielecka.zhp.pl/
http://www.ratownik.org.pl/
https://nawigacjastow.wixsite.com/
https://www.facebook.com/wizjonerstowarzyszenie/
http://stowarzyszenie.nadziejarodzinie.org.pl/
http://www.bilard.kielce.pl/
http://www.ratownik.org.pl/
https://www.fundacjavive.org/
http://kielcemiasto.kielecka.zhp.pl/
https://www.facebook.com/wizjonerstowarzyszenie/
http://stowarzyszenie.nadziejarodzinie.org.pl/
http://stowarzyszenie.nadziejarodzinie.org.pl/
http://www.bilard.kielce.pl/
https://www.facebook.com/wizjonerstowarzyszenie/
https://www.fundacjavive.org/
https://nawigacjastow.wixsite.com/
http://www.planetaziemia.com/


Caritas Diecezji Kielcekiej

social 

cooperation

Kielce ul. Jana Pawła II 3, 

25-013 kielce@caritas.pl 41 344 52 82, 41 344 39 86 www.kielce.caritas.pl

nursery, kindergartens, hospices, 

activity centers

professional activation of  unemployed, 

homeless and socially excluded; running aid 

centers (in the field of social assistance, 

health care as well as education and 

upbringing);

Stowarzyszenie Lokalna 

Grupa Działania „ 

Krzemienny Krąg” cluster 27-423 Bałtów 55 2 biuro@krzemiennykrag.info  506 151 191

www.krzemiennykrag.inf

o

Development of the local economy 

through tourism improving the quality of life in rural areas

Stowarzyszenie 

"Południe" civic association

al. Górników 

Staszicowskich 34, 25-

804 Kielce

stowarzyszenie.poludnie@o

p.pl 513 198 935

https://www.facebook.co

m/pg/PoludnieCK/about/

?ref=page_internal

 take action towards the 

development of the poorest, 

forgotten districts of Kielce. supporting local economic initiatives

Grono Targowe Kielce cluster

Ul.Zakładowa 1; 25-

672 Kielce gtk@gronotargowe.pl 504 240 032

http://www.gronotargowe

.pl/

increasing the competitiveness of 

enterprises operating in the area 

of organization and service of 

trade fair and congress events 

and associated services, by 

expanding the scales and scope 

of services they provide supporting local economic initiatives

Izba Gospodarcza Krąg 

Turystyki Zdrowotnej cluster

ul. Sudecka 2a, 25-550 

Kielce

izba@turystykazdrowotna.e

u 604483717

http://www.turystykazdro

wotna.eu/

local cluster for wellness and 

physiotherapy supporting local economic initiatives

Stowarzyszenie Czas na 

Kielce civic association

ul. Głowackiego 2/16 

Kielce biuro@czasnakielce.pl 693 863 078

https://www.facebook.co

m/pg/czasnakielce/about

/?ref=page_internal

activity in the sphere of public 

tasks for the benefit of the  

residents of Kielce supporting local economic initiatives

Fundacja Centrum 

Europy Lokalnej 

non-profit 

association

Kielce ul. Krakowska 

8/10 lok 105 a.kmiecik@fundacja-cel.pl 888466317 https://fundacja-cel.pl/ development of local education

transferring knowledge and innovative 

solutions

https://fundacja-cel.pl/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PoludnieCK/about/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/czasnakielce/about/?ref=page_internal
http://www.turystykazdrowotna.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PoludnieCK/about/?ref=page_internal
http://www.kielce.caritas.pl/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/czasnakielce/about/?ref=page_internal
http://www.turystykazdrowotna.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/czasnakielce/about/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PoludnieCK/about/?ref=page_internal
http://www.gronotargowe.pl/
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Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Wasco Práčovňa Cooperative 

company

Strojárenská 10

976 36 Valaská , Slovakia

info@wasco.sk 00421 918 582 272 http://wasco.sk/ Laundry services The company gives an opportunity to work for long-term unemployed, women after 

maternity leave, single mothers with children, disadvantaged, young, but also people 

over 50 years. Wasco Laundry also gives opportunity to people who are unemployed 

for very long term, e. g. 15-20 years.
Agentúra Manna Limited liability Latorická 4

821 07 Bratislava, 

Slovakia

office@mannacatering.sk 00421 902 985 500 http://www.mannacatering.sk/Catering, cafeteria Manna creates jobs for people disadvantaged in the labor market. The company is also 

environmentally responsible and is listed as sheltered workshop

OZ Vagus Civic association OZ VAGUS

Račianska 78 (Nová 

Cvernovka)

831 02 BRATISLAVA , 

Slovakia

alexandra.karova@vagus.sk 00421 905136 110 https://www.vagus.sk/ Community services, social inclusion OZ Vagus creates new and innovative services for homeless people.The company runs 

several projects such are: DOMEC - low-threshold daily and integration center for 

homeless people;, Streetwork; A Night Out - to bring the problems of homeless people 

closer to general public; Cafeteria Dobre&Dobre that empolyes homeless people as 

waiters (the projecz was ceased in 2017)

Bivio Civic association Alstrova 153, 831 06 

Bratislava , Slovakia

zpmpvsr@zpmpvsr.sk 00421 2 6381 4968 https://bivio.sk/en/ Hotel and restaurant services Bivio offers people with mental disabilities a possibility to prepare for work and 

employment while providing full services for public. You can meet many people with 

mental disabilities in BIVIO. Some of them work and others learn to gain experience in 

hotel, restaurant, and laundry services for jobs like kitchen help, assistant waiters, 

laundry workers or housekeepers.

AV Mobilita Limited Liability Štefana Majera 3, 

841 06 Bratislava, 

Slovakia

avmobilita2@avmobilita.sk http://avmobilita.sk/regio

auto/o-projekte/

Mobility for hendicapped people AV Mobility is a SKODA, ALLIANZ AND VOLKSWAGEN sponsored company tu support 

mobility of hendicaped people. For expample they have a project: Autoregion is ar 

vehicle that has a municipality or a third sector organization available to carry out 

social activities, also available for small businesses for the purpose of community 

business. TThe aim of the projects is to assist disadvantaged groups of people in 

transport (to health care, social facilities, sporting, social and cultural events). The 

service is charged montly

Prvosienka, APZ, n.o. Non for profit 

organization

J. Martinku 877, 033 01 

Liptovský Hrádok, 

Slovakia

janabadanova@gmail.com 00421 918 343 762 https://artpatch.eu/ Textile souvenirs, gifts, promotional materials Employment of persons with physical disabilities.

Hrhovské služby, s.r.o. Limited Liability SNP 10, 053 02 Spišský 

Hrhov, Slovakia

vagnerova@spisskyhrhov.s

k

00421 53 4699 057 https://www.spisskyhrhov

.sk/obec-2/organizacie-v-

obci/hrhovske-sluzby-sro/

Providing complete services in the field of 

construction, production of wood products, metals, 

plastics, concrete, production of pellets, briquettes, 

chips, supply of local products, etc.

Social enterprise

Ľudia a perspektíva, OZ Civic association Družstevná 4, 053 42 

Krompachy, Slovakia

imrich.holecko.ih@gmail.co

m

00421 905 856 503 https://www.krompachy.s

k/

Profesional consulting activities - social, educational, 

cleaning services, preparation and completion of 

contruction work, providing services in forestry and 

agriculture, providing employment services, etc.

Social enterprise for solving of marginalized group problems in the city Krompachy

Obecný podnik Jedľová, 

s.r.o.

Limited Liability Vyšna Jedľová 33, 089 01 

Vyšná Jedľová, Slovakia

vysna.jedlova@azet.sk 00421 905 702 629 http://www.vysna-

jedlova.sk/

Laundry services Social enterprise for solving of marginalized group problems in the region

NYOS, spol. s r.o. Limited Liability Remeselnícka 6568/71, 

071 01 Michalovce, 

Slovakia

kancelaria@gliesetrade.sk 00421 56 333 71 29 no web site Packaging activities, manipulation with goods Employment of persons with disabilities.

Thermostav s.r.o. Limited Liability Staničná 8/12, 076 15 

Veľaty

ocu@velaty.sk 00421 918 702 996 https://www.velaty.sk/the

rmostav-sro/

Services in agriculture and horticulture, producing of 

wood goods

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Obecné služby Raslavice 

s.r.o.

Limited Liability Hlavná 154, 086 41 

Raslavice

zuzana.vanova@raslavice.s

k

00421 919 298 899 https://www.raslavice.sk/

obec-2/

Providing various services, mainly in construction 

activities

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Solisko ČIRČ s.r.o. Limited Liability Čirč 208, 065 42 Čirč mike.didik@gmail.com 00421 905 575 840 http://soliskocirc.obeccirc.

sk/

Construction activities Employment of persons with disabilities.

Sociálno-ekonomický 

podnik ŽSK, s.r.o.

Limited Liability Komenského 2622/48, 

011 09 Žilina

viktorbucko1@gmail.com 00421 910 210 414 http://www.zilinskazupa.s

k/sk/samosprava/socialno

-ekonomicky-podnik-zsk-

r/

Providing various services - laundry services, 

construcition activities, property maintenance 

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Slovakia 

DT 112 Database of Social Entrepreneurs
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Stráne Invest, s.r.o. Limited Liability Stráne pod Tatrami 2, 

059 79 Stráne pod 

Tatrami

zuzanapitonakova@ceentrum

.sk

00421 52 1522 912 https://www.stranepodtat

rami.sk/povinne-

zverejnovane-informacie-

2/povinne-zverejnovane-

informacie-2018/zmluva-

zakladatelska-listina-

2141.html

Construction of residential and non-residential 

buildings

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Rozvojové služby BBSK 

s.r.o.

Limited Liability Nám. SNP 14585/1A, 974 

01 Banská Bystrica

p.bucko@rozvojovesluzby.s

k

00421 948 874 630 https://www.rozvojoveslu

zby.sk/

Construction activities Employment of persons with disabilities.

Sociálny podnik 

Jarovnice, s.r.o.

Limited Liability Jarovnice 129, 082 63 

Jarovnice

jantupta@gmail.com 00421 908 639 189 no web site Various services - manufacture of bakery and pastry 

products, construction activities, repair and 

maintenance of household goods, organization of 

sporting, cultural and other social events.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Smižianské služby, 

 s.r.o.

Limited Liability Nám. M. Pajdušáka 

1341/50, 053 11 Smižany

miroslav.grecko@smizany.s

k

00421 915 885 410 https://www.smizany.sk/s

mizianske-sluzby-s-r-o-

.html

Various services - construction activities, textile 

manufacturing, refreshment services, producing of 

wood goods

Employment of persons with disabilities.

CHDMI, s.r.o. Limited Liability Plynárenská 2, 071 01 

Michalovce

eva.balogova1@gmail.com 00421 903 718 435 http://chdmi.sk/ Manufacture of wiring harnesses and components for 

electric motors

Employment of persons with physical disabilities.

Hrabovčan, s.r.o. Limited Liability Nižný Hrabovec 153, 094 

21 Nižný Hrabovec

hrabovcan.sp@gmail.com 00421 948 555 867 no web site Various services - construction activities, cleaning 

services

Employment of persons with social disadvantage.

T-servis Teplička, s.r.o. Limited Liability Spišská Nová Ves starosta@teplicka.sk 0 https://www.teplicka.sk/p

/2922/t-servis-teplicka-s-

r-o.html

Management of municipal property, public roads and 

municipal areas, municipal water supply 

administration, provision of services in construction, 

provision of restaurant services and refreshments, 

organization of celebrations, car washing, 

metalworking, woodworking, sewing workshop.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

KRASPLAST, spol. s r.o. Limited Liability Žilina krasplast@krasplast.sk 0907/822474 https://www.krasplast.sk/ Production of plastic goods, assembly of plastic 

products, canteen catering, earthwork mechanisms, 

processing of secondary raw materials - waste 

management, tooling, production of upholstered 

products, builder - performing simple constructions 

and subdeliveries, woodworking, locksmith 

production, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

SOLIDE SLOVAKIA s.r.o. Limited Liability Levice kalitova@solideslovakia.sk 0905/985774 na buildings construction and their changes, preparatory 

work for the implementation of construction, finishing 

construction work in the implementation of exteriors 

and interiors, cleaning and cleaning services, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Budimírske služby s.r.o. Limited Liability Košice - okolie starosta@obecbudimir.eu 055/6958361 Implementation of buildings and their changes, 

preparatory work for the implementation of 

construction, finishing construction work in the 

implementation of exteriors and interiors, cleaning 

and cleaning services, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Centrála s.r.o. Limited Liability Košíce ivka.jakubova@gmail.com 0911/749291 Bookkeeping; business, organizational and economic 

consultants; carrying out extracurricular educational 

activities; rental of movable property

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Fautor, s.r.o. Limited Liability Prievidza lukaslamprecht@centrum.sk 0909/163414 Bookkeeping; consultancy in the field of personal data 

protection; business, organizational and economic 

consultants; Procurement; information activity; 

computer and data-processing services, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

mailto:eva.balogova1@gmail.com
https://www.krasplast.sk/
https://www.smizany.sk/smizianske-sluzby-s-r-o-.html
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Sociálny podnik obce 

Slavošovce s.r.o.

Limited Liability Rožňava sekretariat.ou@slavosovce.sk 0911/805416 Providing services in agriculture and horticulture, 

woodworking and production of wood components, 

preparatory work for the implementation of 

construction, realization of buildings and their 

changes, finishing construction work in the 

implementation of exteriors and interiors, rental of 

movables, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

BUZGÓ s.r.o. Limited Liability Rožňava info@buzgo.sk 0903/643648 Purchase of goods for the purpose of sale to the final 

consumer (retail) or other trades (wholesale), 

provision of fast food services in connection with sales 

for direct consumption, provision of services in 

agriculture and horticulture, provision of services 

related to animal care, cleaning and janitorial services , 

the implementation of structures and their changes, 

finishing construction work in the implementation of 

exteriors and interiors, providing social services, 

providing services of a personal nature, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Obecná prevadzkáreň, 

s.r.o. Jablonov

Limited Liability Rožňava ocpjablonov@gmail.com 0911/974643 Builder, the implementation of simple constructions 

and subcontracts, land and civil engineering, funeral 

services including transportation of the deceased, 

waste water treatment, satisfying the public interest 

and needs of citizens of the municipality of Jablonov 

nad Turňou and other municipalities / waste collection 

etc., production of fruit and vegetable drinks, cleaning 

and cleaning services, cleaning and other operational 

services-mowing grass, bushes and wild plants, 

planting ornamental trees, flowers and fruit trees, 

landscaping, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

SIPSTAV s.r.o. Limited Liability Sabinov lavenderpresov@gmail.com 0918/493123 Construction and alteration of buildings, preparatory 

work for construction, finishing construction work for 

the implementation of exteriors and interiors, cleaning 

and janitorial services, provision of services for family 

and hostage, accommodation services without 

providing hospitality activities, rental properties 

related to the provision of non-essential services 

related with rent, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

APTET ISP, družstvo Cooperative 

company
Levice lorincz@aptet.sk 0915/773229 Conducting extracurricular educational activities, 

organizing sports, cultural and other social events, 

business, organizational and economic consultants, 

bookkeeping, computer and data processing services, 

cleaning and cleaning services, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Mestský sociálny podnik 

s.r.o. Jelšava

Limited Liability Revúca msp@jelsava.sk 0917/277625 Home and garden care, cleaning and cleaning services, 

provision of forestry and hunting services, 

construction and alteration of buildings, preparatory 

work for construction, finishing construction work in 

the implementation of exteriors and interiors, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

JS ENGINEERING 

 s. r. o.

Limited Liability Žilina jurajstanik.ing@gmail.com 0944/114758 Cleaning and janitorial services, provision of forestry 

and hunting services, construction and alteration of 

buildings, preparatory work for construction, finishing 

construction work for the implementation of exteriors 

and interiors, production and processing of simple 

metal products, manufacture of toys and games, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

mailto:ocpjablonov@gmail.com
mailto:sekretariat.ou@slavosovce.sk
mailto:info@buzgo.sk
mailto:lavenderpresov@gmail.com
mailto:jurajstanik.ing@gmail.com


JUVEX s.r.o. Limited Liability Nové Mesto nad Váhom uhlikjozef@azet.sk 0948/304808 Garment production, manufacture and processing of 

simple metal products, manufacture of rubber and 

plastic products, processing of wood and wood 

components, manufacture of simple products of wood, 

cork, straw, wicker and their treatment, repair and 

maintenance, candle production and shielding 

technology, mediation activities in the field of trade, 

services, production, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Obecné služby Spišská 

Teplica s.r.o.

Limited Liability Poprad sro@obecspisskateplica.sk 052/7893822;

 0911/974426

Provision of services in agriculture and horticulture, 

realization of buildings and their changes, preparatory 

work for the implementation of construction, finishing 

construction work in the implementation of exteriors 

and interiors, the performance of construction 

supervision, cleaning services, providing services 

related to animal care, rental services, providing 

forestry and hunting services, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

MEPOS SNV s.r.o. Limited Liability Spišská Nová Ves tomas.hamracek@mestosnv.s

k

053/4152228;

 0908/643065

Preparatory work for the implementation of 

construction, realization of buildings and their 

changes, finishing construction work for the 

implementation of exteriors and interiors, operation 

of sports and reconditioning facilities, cleaning 

services, rental of movables, provision of services in 

agriculture and horticulture, accommodation services 

without providing hospitality activities, etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

Laboprofilak s.r.o. Limited Liability Čadca info@laboprofilak.sk 0918/535032 Diagnostics and repair of road motor vehicles; body 

repair, extracurricular educational activities, cleaning 

and cleaning services, men's, women's and children's 

hairdressing, manicure, manufacture of simple metal 

products, construction and alteration, purchase of 

goods for sale to the final consumer (retail) or other 

business operators ( wholesale), etc.

Employment of persons with disabilities.

mailto:uhlikjozef@azet.sk
mailto:info@laboprofilak.sk
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Name of the company Company form Adress Contact  email Contact  phone web page Area of the business Social aspect of the entreprepreneurship

Zaposlitveni center AVANTUS 

(Employment center AVANTUS)

company employing 

people with dissabilities

Rapočeva ulica 18

 2000 Maribor

Mr Matej ŠERDONER, 

 director

 

https://www.facebook.com

/Zaposlitveni.center.AVANT

US/

00386 031 321 919 www.avantus.si production of textile Social innovative project OPICA (Project MONKEY): project is 

aimed at socially responsible cooperation between the real 

environment, vulnerable groups (people with disabilities) and 

quality promotion of this cooperation, based on the 

fundamentals of the circular economy.

 The social innovation, arose from the need to iron the socks 

and visually control the sock itself. As a result, the 

manufacturer supplies the socks to a employment centerwhere 

people with disabilities iron and package themso that dealers 

can put them in sale.s.

 The socks, which are declared inappropriate by visual 

inspection, are further processed into the toy section, where a 

disabled person from one pair (for sale of inappropriate socks) 

makes a toy for children.

Zveza prijateljev mladine

 Ljubljana Moste -Polje

Slovenian Association of Friends of 

Youth

society Dimičeva ulica 9

 1000 Ljubljana

info@zpms.si
 00386 239 67 20 http://www.zpms.si/

ZPMS/

SAFY is a non-governmental, independent, 

voluntary and non-profit 

organisation/association, working in the 

public interest.

Social aspect

- to promote and implement the convention on the rights of the 

child,

- to raise the quality of children, youth and family life,

- to reduce social exclusion of children, youth and families,

- to give opportunities to experience active spare time,

- to motivate individuals and organizations to positive 

statements about children, youth and families,

- to promote voluntary work,

- to develop and support cooperation with non-governmental 

associations in Slovenia and abroad,

- to help children and young people to create positive self-image

- to form positive attitudes and values to life

Zavod vozim institute Opekarniška cesta 15a

 3000 Celje

info@vozim.si 3867022226 http://www.vozim.si/

sl/

Institute is active in the field of traffic 

injury prevention and alcohol and 

psychoactive substances abuse prevention 

(PAS), youth work and social integration of 

people with fewer opportunities.

 Through personal stories of the disabled, 

who were victims of traffic accidents, we 

want to contribute to the promotion of 

positive and healthy behaviour of children 

and adolescents, and boost protective and 

stimulating factors against the use of 

alcohol and illicit drugs as well as promote 

a healthy lifestyle.

 We are committed to influencing young 

people through an innovative and positive 

approach with personal stories, and 

changing their standpoint.

Preventation and education programmes for young people 

about save driving , social integration of 

 young people after suffering in car accidents.

 Two most important project:

 1."I still drive - but I cannot walk": interactive traffic workshops 

for the youth, which have reached 65% of Slovene adolescents.

 2. "HEROES DRIVE IN PAJAMAS" – an initiative for less driving 

under the influence of alcohol

Slovenia 

DT 112 Database of Social Entrepreneurs
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Slovenska Filantropija association Cesta Dolomitskega odreda 11

 1000 Ljubljana

info@filantropija.org 00386 1 430 12 88 www.filantropija.org Slovenian Philanthropy, the

 Association for the Promotion of 

 Volunteering, is a humanitarian

 organization that has been active

 in the public interest since 1992.

The core activity is the promotion of

 volunteering, as we believe that through

 volunteering we can all contribute to a 

 better and more tolerant society based

 on respect for all, regardless of personal

 and life circumstances. We provide training

 for volunteers, mentors and volunteer

 organizers.

 Programmes:

 1.assistance to refugees, children and young migrants,

 2. assisting the homeless and other persons without health 

insurance in providing health services,

 3.advocacy for the rights of migrant workers,

 3. establishing intergenerational cooperation

Znanstveno-raziskovalno 

 združenje za umetnost, 

 kulturne in izobraževalne

 programe in tehnologijo

 EPEKA, socialno podjetje

social entreprise Koroška cesta 8

 2000 Maribor

epeka@epeka.si no data http://epeka.si/ EPEKA Association, Soc. Ent., is an

 association of public interest in the field 

of culture and an association 

 of public interest in the field of youth.

Several projects , like:

 Roma restaurant Romani Kafenava which 

 also operates by the principles of social

 enterprise, it invests all earnings into

 new employments. It is the first Roma

 restaurant across the European Union.

 Due to the unique Roma culture, diverse

 cuisine and inherent interior design, Romani

 Kafenava is a rare Slovenian and European gem.

Zadruga BikeLab, zadruga 

 za razvoj mobilnosti z.o.o., 

 socialno podjetje

social entreprise Gosposka ulica 11 

2000  Maribor

nfo@bikelab.si 386059 134 255 http://www.bikelab.si

/

The basic purpose of the 

cooperative,while providing green jobs, is 

to providequality cycling service, reuse, 

design, 

 implement and maintain tourism 

infrastructure, design tourism 

 products and provide professional 

 training.Areas of activity:bicycle 

 service,nature

 conservation, landscaping and 

 environmental protection,

 science, research, education,

 training and education,

 the development of green 

 and social economies.

Project UP-CYCLING: 

 Useful items that are marketed under 

 the registered BikeLab brand are made 

 of used bicycle parts (punctured tubes,

 worn chains, written off tires,…). 

 They are a great example of how to breathe

 new life into the waste and re-give it 

 useful value. The result of recycling is quality

 and durable products that will certainly 

 serve the user well and for a long time.

Kooperativa DAME, 

 trajnostni turizem in 

 gostinstvo, z.o.o.,

 socialno podjetje

social entreprise Ljubljanska ulica 4

 2000 Maribor

info@kooperativa-

dame.si

00386 40 677 937 http://www.kooperati

va-dame.si/

The main activity of the cooperative is the 

development of sustainable tourism and 

catering. It has excellent fruit and 

vegetable storage made

 from locally grown fruits and 

vegetables.Company is aware of cultural 

heritage, emphasis is on the preservation 

 of old, traditional recipes that are 

introduced in an innovative way in the 

organization ofcatering or catering. It is 

important to emphasize that local, fresh 

and organic food is mostly used in the 

preparation of food.

Evironmentally responsible bussiness gifts

mailto:info@filantropija.org
https://www.filantropija.org/
mailto:nfo@bikelab.si
http://www.kooperativa-dame.si/
http://epeka.si/
http://www.bikelab.si/
http://www.bikelab.si/
http://www.kooperativa-dame.si/


Združenje Center 

 alternativne in avtonomne

 produkcije, socialno podjetje

association Tkalski prehod 4

2000 Maribor

info@caap.si 386262102 94 www.brazde.org Social center and incubator. 

 CAAP establishes itself as a

 platform for connecting and 

 starting new economies, as

 an incubator for social 

 entrepreneurship and 

 new social and environmental 

 practices.

Educational and environmental project

Društvo za razvijanje socialnih 

projektov in spodbujanje aktivnega 

življenja AKTIVIRAJ SE, socialno 

podjetje

institute Zrkovska cesta 61

 2000 Maribor

info@ropotarnica.org 0038630278 577 https://ropotarnica.o

rg/

The mission of the Society is to motivate 

and activate unemployed persons in 

solving their own unemployment 

situation. The Society strives to improve 

the situation in terms of integrating the 

unemployed into active life. Programs of 

non-formal education and 

intergenerational societies are organized

Projects: 

 1. ROPOTARNICA: re-use center

 2.URBAN SOIL 4 FOOD: urban gardens

 3. CREATIVE WORKSHOPS

Združenje Socialna ekonomija 

Slovenije, socialno podjetje

association Gorkega ulica 34 zdruzenje@socialnaekon

omija.si

38651309063 www.socialnaekono

mija.si

Association of social entreprenuership, 

supporting development of social 

entrepreneurship in Slovenija with 

educational projects

Projects:

 1.KUPUJEM ODGOVORNO

 2.Create responsible 

 3.SEEDING

Društvo za razvoj kreativnosti in 

potencialov-Portret, socialno 

podjetje

association Knafelčeva ulica 15

 2000 Maribor

tina.rataj@drustvo-

portret.si

38640642 052 http://drustvo-

portret.si/drustvo/

 A social enterprise, provides programs 

and training in the fields of culture, 

education and social care.

 The purpose of the Society is to create the 

conditions for the development of cultural 

and educational activities, to encourage 

creativity and creativity, and to highlight 

the qualities of life for people, through the 

revival of human values such as love, non-

violence, honesty, tolerance, respect ... the 

use of art and various artistic means of 

expression, seeks to enable their inner 

potentials to be developed, to foster 

creativity and their own authenticity, and 

to leave the imagination free.

Projects: creative workshops 

 The use of t.i. creative methodsserve as 

 a tool for changing mental, emotional and

 behavioral patterns. They help improve

 communication skills (verbal and non-verbal

 communication), increase the capacity for 

 self-expression and self-discovery, concentration

 relaxation, reflection, stimulate the process of

 self-actualization and creativity, and contribute

 to the development of inner potentials,

 to name but a few.

Zadruga Dobrina, zadruga za razvoj 

trajnostne lokalne preskrbe z.o.o., 

socialno podjetje

cooperative Jurovski Dol 1

 2223 Jurovski Dol

info@zadruga-dobrina.si 38651388343 http://www.zadruga-

dobrina.si/

The basic purpose of the Dobrina 

cooperative is not to generate profits, but 

to develop small farms, fair trade in 

foodstuffs and ensure fair payment to 

producers and producers. At the same 

time, the cooperative aims at linking the 

countryside with the urban center, 

promoting and developing organic 

farming, the principles of sustainable local 

food supply and socio-entrepreneurial 

activities in the field of food production 

and processing

PROJECT INTERGENERATION CENTER

 - OUTDOOR GALLERY WITH RECREATION

 ROUTE

mailto:zdruzenje@socialnaekonomija.si
http://www.socialnaekonomija.si/
https://ropotarnica.org/
http://www.brazde.org/
mailto:info@caap.si
http://drustvo-portret.si/drustvo/
http://www.zadruga-dobrina.si/
https://ropotarnica.org/
mailto:tina.rataj@drustvo-portret.si
http://drustvo-portret.si/drustvo/
mailto:info@ropotarnica.org
mailto:zdruzenje@socialnaekonomija.si
mailto:info@zadruga-dobrina.si
http://www.socialnaekonomija.si/
http://www.zadruga-dobrina.si/
mailto:tina.rataj@drustvo-portret.si


Evropski kulturni in

 tehnološki center Maribor

 socialno podjetje

institute Glavni trg 20

2000 Maribor

cem@ektc.si 38659080286 http://www.ektc.si/sl European Cultural and Technological 

Center Maribor is a private institution with 

the status of a youth center, focused on 

children special needs, 

 to increase their competence and career 

posibilitiest, non-formal education and 

other values and content relevant to 

young people. 

It is also active in the promotion of science 

and

 knowledge, with an emphasis on natural 

sciences, 

 modern technologies and the 

implementation 

 of R&D and innovation activities.

PROJECTS:

 "Mentoring schemes for social enterprises"

 - With knowledge to visibility

 “InVent - Partnership to develop VET educators in event 

management with learner-centred approach”.

CITILAB, Zavod za 

 razvoj kreativnih

 tehnologij Maribor, 

 socialno podjetje

institute Turnerjeva ulica 21A

 2000 Maribor

info@kreatorlab.si 38668684671 http://www.kreatorla

b.si/

FAB LAB:

 Our intention is to provide 

 the general public with access

 to contemporary forms of creation.

 The Lab is designed as

 a platform for education, 

 intergenerational networking, creation,

 support for creative creators and startups.

It is also an aggregator of knowledge

 in contemporary manufacturing.

PROJECTS: 

 The SocioLab project 

 aims at establishing a comprehensive

 ecosystem for empowering individuals,

 initiatives and communities with a view

 to expanding the social economy

 FEJS (T) SPEJS is a “get out” space where anyone can join, 

study, work, brainstorm- devloped upon Danube project New 

Generation Skills

Center domače in 

 umetnostne obrti,

 rokodelska zadruga

 z.b.o., socialno podjetje

social entreprise Trg svobode 26

 2310 Slovenska Bistrica

zadruga.cduo@gmail.com 38640462339 https://keramikacent

er.com

Preserving crafts and cultural 

 heritage, cooperative maintains and 

creates new, green jobs that are created 

by the production of

 nature-friendly and human-friendly 

products that raise people's well-being.

PROJECTS:

 Connecting cultural and tourism potentials

 in the municipalities of Slovenska Bistrica, Makola and Poljčane

Permakulturni inštitut 

 Maribor, socialno podjetje

social entreprise Betnavska cesta 116

 2000 Maribor

info@permakulturni-

institut.si

38641797144 https://www.permak

ulturni-institut.si

Non-profit

 environmental organization

that raises public

 awareness about the problems

 caused by people in the nature and 

consequently, 

 to society, but we want to urge

 people to work more rationally

 and lively in practice.

Projects: 

 1. Building a sustainable fruit forest 

 following permaculture principles to

 restore lost habitats and increase

 biodiversity

 2.An adventurous farm for a healthy lifestyle

KNOF Zavod za kreativni

 razvoj Sevnica - socialno podjetje

social entreprise Kolodvorska ulica 1

 8270 Krško

kontakt@knof.si 38668612989 https://new.knof.si/k

nof-community/

The mission is to co-create a 

 self-sufficient, green and healthy

 region of Posavje, with supporting 

 and encouraging new green jobs, 

 also for vulnerable groups like 

 handicapped and aged over 50 

 and young without work skills.

Programmes:

 

 Social business incubator – mentorship for developing a 

business idea

 COWORKING in Krško and Sevnica

 FABLAB Stikalnik Krško

 Youth and international mobilities

 Social activation programme for disadvantaged groups

Allium, zaposlitveni center,

 z.o.o., so. p.

social entreprise Železna cesta 16

 1000 Ljubljana

info@etri.s 38640977741 https://etri.si/ Allium is part of the Etri3

 community, bringing together

 individuals and organizations

 that share a common goal: 

 to act socially responsible. 

 We encourage the creation of 

 an inclusive society, and by employing

 individuals from vulnerable groups, 

 we enable work and career development.

Programmes: employment of people 

 with disabilities

http://www.ektc.si/sl
http://www.kreatorlab.si/
https://keramikacenter.com/
https://etri.si/
mailto:cem@ektc.si
https://new.knof.si/knof-community/
about:blank
mailto:info@kreatorlab.si
mailto:kontakt@knof.si
http://www.kreatorlab.si/
https://www.permakulturni-institut.si/
https://new.knof.si/knof-community/
mailto:zadruga.cduo@gmail.com
https://www.permakulturni-institut.si/
https://keramikacenter.com/


Zavod COF institute Grenc 12

 4220 Škofja Loka

no data no data https://etri.si/krozne-

zgodbe/cof-skofja-

loka/

Skofja Loka's CoF operates as

 the first coworking factory. 

 Both through a cross-sectoral 

 and cross-generational collaboration

 approach. Works in the field of reuse. 

 It aims to develop a collaborative

 form of production that leads to

 a circular economy.

Programmes: employment of people 

 with disabilities

SONČEK - ZVEZA DRUŠTEV ZA

 CEREBRALNO PARALIZO

 SLOVENIJE SO.P.

institute Rožanska ulica 2

 1000 Ljubljana

zveza@soncek.org 3865340667 https://www.soncek.

org/

Union Sonček so.p. as a national

 representative disability organization

  represents the unified positions 

 of societies, agreeing on joint tasks

 with other disability organizations in

 Slovenia and with other national 

 disability organizations in the world.

 Directly affiliated with 

 The International Cerebral 

 Palsy Society (ICPS) and the

 European Association of Service

 Providers for Persons with

 Disabilities (EASPD).

Programs and Services:

 Work Centers

 Institutional care - Housing groups and personalized housing

 Personal assistance

 Family counseling and support

 One School for All - A Step to the Sun

 Restorative rehabilitation

 Inclusive holidays

 Health-therapy colonies

 Social inclusion and culture

 Sports and recreation

 Information activity

 Transports

Zavod za medgeneracijsko 

 sodelovanje Simbioza Genesis 

 Ljubljana, socialno podjetje

institute Letališka cesta 3

 1000 Ljubljana

ana.plesko@simbioza.eu 38640336311 https://www.simbioz

a.eu/sl/2019/

Simbioza is focused on projects

 intergenerational cooperation is

 embedded in a broader social

 framework on a sustainable basis, 

contributing to children, young people, 

adults and the elderly.

Projects:

 1.Intergenerational Center:connecting all generations, sharing 

knowledge and experience.

 2. e-Simbioz @ is a project that we have been implementing 

since the beginning of 2015 with the aim of improving the 

computer skills of all generations.

Zavod za delovanje, razvoj in 

izobraževanje socialnega 

podjetništva Karo

institute Litijska cesta 64

1000 Ljubljana

info@zavodkaro.si 38659087921 http://zavodkaro.si Institute supporting social 

entrepreneurship 

Projects:

1. Karocikel: reuse of old bycylces 

2. International study exchange of young entrepreneurs

Društvo JASA society Kopitarjeva 1

 2000 Maribor

jasa@onezimosvet.si 38641787228 http://www.onezimo

svet.si

 Jasa Association is non-profit non-

governmental organization Jasa, was 

founded in 1997 with the aim to actively 

“co-shape” the society by intervening the 

areas relevant for a quality wellbeing: 

environment, ecology, business ethics, 

European education, human rights, 

consumerism ... (in short: sustainable 

development and active citizenship).

Projects:

Company and Life, project focusing on ethically acceptable 

behaviour of SMEs

- Soul of Slovenia, project focusing on Slovenian culture and 

intangible heritage

- Where do you go, Europe? – project focusing on European 

values

- Being Human is our Job – project focusing on the main moral 

values that every citizen should have

- Earth has a Heart – project for children about protecting the 

environment

- Children and Fashion – project on children’s fashion, how it 

should be understood

- You are my Heart – project for children on human values, 

respect for others, moral values 

https://etri.si/krozne-zgodbe/cof-skofja-loka/
https://www.soncek.org/
https://www.soncek.org/
https://etri.si/krozne-zgodbe/cof-skofja-loka/
http://www.onezimosvet.si/
https://www.simbioza.eu/sl/2019/
https://www.simbioza.eu/sl/2019/
mailto:info@zavodkaro.si
https://etri.si/krozne-zgodbe/cof-skofja-loka/
http://www.onezimosvet.si/
http://zavodkaro.si/


Ekologi brez meja society Trubarjeva 50
 1000 Ljubljana info@ocistimo.si 38640255433 https://ebm.si Society is committed to a waste-free world 

through raising awareness, activation and 

connecting individuals, decision-makers 

and organizations. Soceity discovers new 

topics and provides information that can 

help  change  policies and habits. 

Society implements more than fifteen eco-related  projects:

a waste-free home, Erasmus + ZW materials, separator,Less is 

more 

Društvo duh časa, društvo za 

trajnostni razvoj

society Trubarjevi c. 72 

 1000 Ljubljana

info@duh-casa.si 38668154063 www.duh-casa.si A group of volunteers, computer 

enthusiasts, who have a hard time 

watching entire mountains of still usable 

computer equipment end up in the waste. 

It collectes used computer equipment 

since December 2011, reparing it and 

donating faultless computers to 

individuals and families in need and non-

profit organizations. Computers are 

donated to people who cannot afford to 

buy computer equipment.

Main project: collecting used computer equipment since 

December 2011, training it and donating faultless computers to 

individuals and families in need and non-profit organizations. In 

this way, we help reduce waste and by donating help those 

who cannot afford to buy computer equipment.

Amnesty International Slovenije society Dunajska cesta 5

 1000 Ljubljana

 amnesty@amnesty.si 38614269377 www.amnesty.si Amnesty International is one of the most 

powerful voices in the defense of human 

rights. 

Project campaigns related to climate change, for support of 

elderly people, refugies, discrimination

Mirovni inštitut , Inštitut za sodobne 

družbene in politične študije

institute Metelkova 6

 1000 Ljubljana

info@mirovni-institut.si 38612347720 www.mirovni-

institut.si

The Peace Institute – Institute for 

Contemporary Social and Political Studies 

– is a private, independent, non-profit 

research institution founded in 1991 by 

individuals who believed in peaceful 

conflict resolution, equality and respect 

for human rights standards. The Institute 

uses scientific research and advocacy 

activities aimed at creating and an 

preserving open society capable of critical 

thought and based on the principles of 

equality, responsibility, solidarity, human 

rights and the rule of law.

Projects:  watch dog for civil society support and media, 

non-standard employment, hate speech on social media

Društvo za strpne odnose Eksena society Cesta Leona Dobrotinška 2

3230 Šentjur

info@drustvo-eksena.si 38670819552 www.drustvo-

eksena.si

The Eksen Society was founded with the 

philanthropic purpose of non-profit 

promotion of mutual tolerance and co-

existence between people.

Project We are for tolerance! is umbrella non-profit and 

voluntary project aimed at the widest possible philanthropic 

promotion of tolerance and coexistence in Slovenian society. In 

doing so, we are primarily concerned with tolerance and 

mutual respect among citizens

Zavod PIP - Pravni in informacijski 

center Maribor

institute Gosposvetska cesta 83

 2000 Maribor

pip@zavodpip.si 3862234 21 47 http://zavodpip.si Non-profit organization of private law 

specialized for providing legal counselling 

and legal aid, information about the 

European Union and developing non-

governmental organizations. 

Project "iDebate – Therefore I Learn":The problem which this 

project seeks to address is the small participation rate of young 

people in the democratic process

http://www.amnesty.si/
http://www.drustvo-eksena.si/
http://www.drustvo-eksena.si/
http://zavodpip.si/
http://www.duh-casa.si/
http://www.mirovni-institut.si/
http://www.mirovni-institut.si/
https://ebm.si/


Zavod EMMA, center za pomoč 

žrtvam nasilja

institute p.p. 221

 1000 Ljubljana

zavod.emma@siol.net 38614254732 http://zavod-

emma.si/

Emma Institute is a non-governmental and 

non-profit organization, founded in the 

beginning of 2000 in Ljubljana, with the 

purpose of providing professional and free 

assistance to children, adolescents, 

adolescents and women victims of 

violence. In addition to providing 

psychosocial professional assistance to 

victims of violence, we are also active in 

the preventive field, as we believe that 

only holistic action can lead to the desired 

results - a society with zero tolerance of 

violence in society.

telephone counseling in cases of violence

advisory help through email

individual counseling for persons experienced with violence

individual assistance to children and young people with 

experience of violence

self-assistance group for women, experienced with violence

social agency for persons with experience of violence

accommodation of victims of violence to institutions

PAPILOT, Zavod, Ljubljana institute Zasavska 42

1231 Ljubljana-Črnuče 

info@papilot.si 38615421582 http://www.papilot.si The Papilot Institute, headquartered in 

Ljubljana, has been active in education, 

counseling and prevention, as well as the 

design and implementation of programs in 

the field of human resources development.

Institute pays particular attention to 

promoting the active involvement of 

citizens in the work and social 

environment and to raising their overall 

level of satisfaction and quality of life.

National projects: in the field of employment, rehabilitation, 

education and others, which ensure a better quality of life. 

Društvu Ključ society p.p. 1646 

 1001 Ljubljana

info@drustvo-kljuc.si 3860801722 www.drustvo-kljuc.si Main activity:prevention workshops on 

trafficking with human beings for 

adolescents, their parents and school staff,

   lectures on trafficking with human 

beings for the lay and professional public,

   telephone counseling,

  professional personal advice to potential 

and actual victims of trafficking in human 

beings, parents, professionals in social 

care, education, etc.,

  crisis accommodation for victims of 

trafficking,

  placement in a safe space for victims of 

trafficking in human beings,

  inclusion in the (re) integration program.

National projects: trainings for general public and professional 

public (workshops and trainings for parents, school staff, 

police, prosecutors, judges, social workers, etc.).

»UP« Društvo za pomoč 

zasvojencem in njihovim svojcem 

Slovenije 

society Kersnikova 3

1000 Ljubljana

drustvo.up@siol.net 38614342570 www.drustvo-up.si Purposes and objectives: to provide 

comprehensive information on the 

problem of addiction and how to address 

it.

    Educating relatives and the general 

population about the various forms of 

addiction, its dynamics, working with the 

media and the general public.

    Motivate as many addicts as possible to 

join abstinence rehabilitation programs 

and thus into drug-free life.

    To inform and inform the Slovenian 

public in order to enable a more successful 

solution of the problem.

Programmes:

1. The UP information office provides comprehensive 

information on addiction issues, treatment options and 

programs in Slovenia and abroad that offer it. The work is 

mostly done individually by appointment, by phone, in person 

or by email

2.Counseling: The Counseling Program may include persons 

who show a need for counseling and therapeutic assistance due 

to problems that are related in various ways to addiction.

http://www.drustvo-kljuc.si/
http://www.papilot.si/
http://www.drustvo-up.si/
http://zavod-emma.si/
http://zavod-emma.si/


Pupillam, društvo za razvoj 

potencialov, socialno podjetje

social entreprise Zrkovska cesta 46/b

2000 Maribor 

 

drustvo.pupillam@gmail.c

om

38641280009 http://pupillam.org/ Activities: raising awareness of people in 

the field of ecological living, trainings for 

"healthy communication", Occupational 

Health Promotion (PZD)  activities and 

measures that a company undertakes to 

maintain and improve the health of 

employees, humanitary projects

Organization of educational events and eco-friendly market

 Društva Verjamem vate, Naša 

trgovin'ca

social entreprise Ljubljanska cesta 104

1230 Domžale

drustvo.verjamem.vate@

gmail.com

38631356970 http://www.verjame

mvate.si

Recycling and selling textile products. 

Social enterprise employs vulnerable 

people who need knowledge in the areas 

of increasing productivity, communication, 

personal development, enhancing self-

image and thus acquiring knowledge for 

the work they do.

EU project: Verjamem vate (I believe in you): project supports 

employees, since most employees belong to vulnerable groups, 

training in communication and digitization offers them the 

opportunity to retain existing jobs, strengthen their own 

competences, and consequently ensure the continued 

existence of a social enterprise in the market.

Brinjevka d.o.o., eco farm social entreprise Mali Dol 4

6223 Komen

kmetija.brinjevka@gmail.

com

38659016585 www.brinjevka.si The company Brinjevka is promoting 

activities in the field of organic agriculture 

in connection with the protection of 

natural and cultural heritage and the 

development of the offer of organic 

tourism. On its own farm it produces eco-

food and employees vulnerable groups (as 

daily working center)

Projects:

1."MedGenVezi": consists of three different activities 

(combining tradition with the present, traditional local cuisine, 

traditional crafts - transferring knowledge to young people), 

aimed at connecting different generations with the purpose of 

learning and developing mutual respect and understanding.

2."Lokalno je zdravo":   Project seeks to emphasize the 

importance of locally sourced healthy food and to encourage 

individuals as public institutions catering to the nutrition of 

children, the elderly and the sick to buy and enjoy seasonal 

produce from local providers.

BOLJE d.o.o., so.p social entreprise Trstenjakova 8

Murska Sobota 9000 

 info@bolje.si 38616200422 www.bolje.si Main activity of social company BOLJE is 

removal and recovery of organic waste.

We provide affordable services for the 

removal of organic waste generated in 

public institutions and private individuals 

from the Podravska, Osrednjeslovenska, 

Savinjska, Gorenjska and Koroška regions. 

We allocate the generated revenue over 

expenses solely for the development of 

the company and its new activities and for 

supporting the humanitarian organization 

Ozara Slovenia, the founder of our social 

enterprise

Projects related to: Collection of biological kitchen waste

Collection of waste cooking oil

Cleaning the grease traps

Processing of waste edible oil

ZRIRAP so. p., social entreprise Prekmurska ulica 10

9231 Beltinci

not available 38651322739 http://www.zrirap.org

/

Ecological production of food and 

educational workshops for kindergartens 

and elementary schools, as well as other 

groups and individuals in the local garden 

Educational projects about: gardening, cooking, mysterious 

world of insects, how to make natural home products for 

cleaning and hygienic products

http://www.zrirap.org/
http://www.verjamemvate.si/
http://pupillam.org/
http://www.verjamemvate.si/
http://www.brinjevka.si/
http://www.zrirap.org/
http://www.bolje.si/


Zavod za pravično trgovino, 3MUHE institute Žabjak 4

1000 Ljubljana

 3muhe@pravicna-

trgovina.si

38614210715 ww.pravicna-

trgovina.si

Fair trade shop operates as a "trade 

partnership" based on dialogue, 

transparency and respect, which seeks to 

promote greater equality in international 

trade, contributing to sustainable 

development by offering better sales 

conditions and guaranteeing the rights of 

marginalized producers and workers, 

especially from economically less 

developed countries.

Projects: fair trade picnic (exchange of cloths and toys), fair 

fruits (protecting rights of workers), cloths make a person 

(fashion poluting),

http://ww.pravicna-trgovina.si/
http://ww.pravicna-trgovina.si/

